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THI Pll:>BLBM ANO DEFINITION OF TERMS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The df1Velop11ent � mod.e:r'n Gem!'a!,.SMnetities began a halt-centUl"J' 
ago wit.b • publication by Allred K�!"15yb-1cl eMi'td� Manhood 91 lfumanitz.1 
fJntil lrl.a <Wdtl in l 950 '\hie man added 8 weal th of materia.l to the field 
o� t.leneral Gemantia..1 the hlOtrt wi�l.y recogni�ed being that or Science 
.!.'!! Saniy; publl.abed in 1933. 2 It is in this second major work that the 
110dem aaammic.tor finds the theories and principles of General Semantics 
taking tNe .tt>m. And it was during that decade when the attractiveness 
0£ General Semantics as a singular discipline began to be realized. 
General Semantics, in ossenoe, is a .field whioh has inextricably 
linked man' s language structure and thought processes to his overt and 
cove� behavior patterns.3 According � Korzybslc1 it is not only 
scientific but hu�anistio1 and thoroughly relates to each and every 
aspect of human endeavort 
. 1�f:red Korzybski, Manhood�� 2nd ad. (Lakeville, Conn.: 
Internaticma1 Won-A:-:Ustot�at'y Publiehing Colllp8ft71 l99J) • 
2n.froo torsyl)aki, 5ci4'fl.ce � Sanitr• !:! Introduction to· � .. 
Aristotelian Systems .2 General S�antics, tith ed. (Lakevlile 1 Conn.: 
Into;mat.ic!\al NQl).-.t\ristotelian !.ibrary Publishing Contpaey, 1955). 
3s.I. �tt•; J,�e ta Ulought and Action {San l•'rancisco: 
Harcourt, Brace and. Wor l . 1 964) 1 p. 92. 
1 
General Semantics is not any 'philosophy', or •psychology', 
or 'logic•, in the ordin&r'J sense. It is a nev extensional. 
discipline vhich explaino and trains us how to use our nerYOus 
systcns most efficiently. It is not a medical science, but 
2 
like bactericlogy, it 1a indi.spensable ror medicine in general,. 
and for psychiatry, mental hygiene, and education in particular. 
In briet, it is the .f'omul.ation of a nev non-aristot.&l.ian sy� 
of orientation which affect every branch of science and life . 
Since the time of its accepted stature, however, !sv studies have 
been conducted w1 thin the field ot 1SP9ech to quantitati�7 investigate 
the principles and concepts as voiced by Kol'S1baki almost tony-years ago •. 
There have been twenty ... one graduate studi.ee oowpl.eted a1noe 1939, elevon 
of which 1lttY be sai.d to be' quantitatiw ·tn 1111t&tre.- ·It appears to ba an 
understatement that there is J'OODt1 indeed need, for l!IOJ'8 thorough 
investigation into the validity of those principles upon Which an entire 
discipline re3ts. 
II. IMPORTANCE OF 'rHE STUDY 
In light of the raat. that too �- q11antitatift stw:ties haq been 
per.tomed within the area oZ General S•antics, again, it appears to be 
a nec••sltq to stabili.H those principles now operating under only assumed 
valid.1.ty. AnatoJ. Rapoport, a reknowned General Semanticist,, emphasized 
this veey point of subjecting General Semantics to greater research when 
ho stat.eds 
There have been only a modest amount o£ research done in General 
S.an\i.�1, and then itt a �d tor greater, !IOre intensive 
experiment.ti.on !or testing. • • • We must preferably base 
those on accepted principles and hypotheses which have flowed 
fro:m other studiea. 5 
Irving J. Lee also agrees with the ilaportanee of research in 
General Sem3ntics, but apocificall.1 mentions several areas, one of whioh 
i.s studies in measurement ot orientation: 
Perhaps the one area for study 'Which 1f111 have the �reatest over­
a11 in!J..ucmce on outsiders is the invention or means b,- 1ilhioh 
to caeesure how much of what kind of semantic reao-�.on o man 
shows in a wll-def'ined situation. Thuo, is it possible to 
produce a paper and pencil test l)y llhich ve should be able to 
say that on it .A is so much J:10re t110•valued or over-verbalised 
than B? Is it possiblo to construct a Proneness Hea3ure, i.e., 
situations to \'1hich people oan respond. so that we can say that 
A is more inf erence-prono or l.eas prone to stat.io orientation 
than B? Hhat could be done as • va:r ot indicating that A hap 
a higher allness index or lower extensionality index than B?° 
Lee &oes on to admit weaknesses in such "paper and p<mcll tests, ct 
but concludee "It would be hard to overestix:late the significance of such 
measures ii' the,- could be maoo.tt7 
It was in !"esponse to the neoeszdty for greater. more intensiw 
investigation of a quantitative nature that the present study was 
undertaken. 
III. THE PROBLPM 
Statanant or the Problen1. 'l'he purpose of this study was to discover - -
the relationship between measured closamindedness and intension as exhibited 
throueh the respcnee to perceived images. 
>Anatol Rapoport, "General Ssnmtics, Its Place in Science•" ETC: 
! :rleview 2£. General Semantics, Vol. A:II (Autu.":lll, 1958), P• 9L. 
-
6rrv:tng J. Lee, "On the Varieties of Research in General Se112antics." 
.C�TC: � ReView £!.General Semantics, Vol. VII (Spring, 1950)1 P• 176. 
?Ibid., P• 17'7. 
4 
It appeared from the literature pertaining to elosemindedness and 
intension that the oharacteristica of each were very similar. Assuming 
thio was correct, it also- appeared that tho• cl.aseed as c1osel!lindad 
would demonstrate a high degree o! intmaiol\ality. 
Limitations o! � St,,�. This stu� was cantered upon the 
inveastigation of one quost.iont Is there a significant relationship 1-tween 
measured alosemindedness and intension? 
It was believed 1-hat the relationship eoald be determined b7 
sdmin1stration of nl.id teata specifically designed to judge the degroe 
of each or18llt.at1on. In the area or intenaion, it was believed that a 
testing inst�nt which could measure the lowest abstraction order, 
i.e., the visual level, would provide an adequate picture o! the inteneional 
orientation. It also appeared that aince the intensional orientation was 
basically rooted in language, and specifically in fttet/inference 
di!f erentiation, the instrument needed to measure remporu1e to a visua1 
preoentation. In the area or cl.osaindodnaas, tho neceaeity to aocurat.ly 
measure the orient.at.ion under diecosaion was also of significance. 
Fros these oonaid.rations emerged the two 11.mitationa ot the preaent 
1) The study purported to only measure one manifestation of the 
intonsional orientation. That �estation was the response to fact/ 
inf orence •ice aa it related to the viaual atJ.mul.1 presented. 
2} The study onJ.1 measured closemindedness as defined by !6..ilton 
flokeaeh md •S meaeuec:l b7 the Rokeach llrlpa'tism Saale. 
IV. DVDHTION Ott" TEm!S 
Closemindednesa. Closemindadneas is an a ttitude exhibited by the 
indiTido.al posse•eing what is termed a "closed belief system."8 Those 
eharaeteristics which formally define the latter also apply to the 
fomer. Closemindedness, then, may be operationally defined as an 
attitude manifested in a balief system which has " ·  • •  a high magnitude 
of all disbelief subsystems, an isolation of beliefs, a discrepancy in 
degree of diff orentiation between belief and disbelief systems, and 
littJ.e differentiation within the disbelief syatem. ,,9 
Intension. Since intension may be viewed as an orientation most 
specifically related to la�guage, it was necessary to uase the definition 
or intension on tl«t points: 1) Generally, as it ralated t o  language; and 
2) Specificall$, as it related w fact/inference differentiation. 
rxeneral soma�ticists such as Korzybsk110, tee11, and Johnson12 
agree that intensional orientation is most often manifested through one' a 
language habits. They also agree that one major de£ining characteristic 
8�ttlton TI.okeach, !.!!! .2e!!! �Closed Mind: I,nvestigations � � 
Nature of Belle! Szstcs � Peraonali5f :Szstma (New Yorks Basic Books, 
Inc., 190'0), P• 59. 
9 Ibid., P• 61. 
1°Korzybsld., Science � Sarrltz, P• 478. 
11Irv:ing J. Lee, L•n&u
;e
e Habits _!!! Human Affairs: !!! Introduction 
.!?2 General Semantics (New Yo 1 Harper mid .Brothers, Publishers, l94i), 
P• 252. 
12wendell Johrulon, Peoplo .!,!! Qnandariess !!!_! Semantics of Personal 
Adjustment (New Yorkt Harper and Row, PU'bliabers, 19'46), PP• I00-101. 
is the lack ot di.ffere.nti•tion between fact and inference. Intension, 
6 
therefore, has been de.tined for the purposes of this study' as an orientatioo 
which manifests itselft l) pri.Maril,y through language; and 2) within the 
language structure in the fotm of inferences and inferential statements. 
V. OOOAJHZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE STUDY 
The remainder of the study is reported in tour chapter�. Those 
chapters vere organized to proYide essential in.formation pertinent to the 
study be�nd the initial oonsideratione presented in Chapter I. 'l'he 
organisation or then four chapters is as followst 
Chapter �I, �Renew of� Literature. In OJ'der to provide a 
comprehensive understanding o! the present study, a review of the 
literature dealing with intension and elosemindedness was included in 
C hapter II. Tho information was reported in the following manners 
l. General Introduction 
2. The Theoretical Concept o:f Intension 
3. Studies 1n General Semantics 
4. Related Studies in Speech 
5. 'l'he Theoretical Concept of Closendndednese 
6. 'l'he Rokeach l);)gmatisrn Scale 
7. Related Studies in Psychology-
8. The Stroop Color-Word Test 
9. The Implied Relationships of the Two T heoretical Chncepts 
Chapter III, Method � Procedure � � Materials �· The method 
of procedure and the materials used for the present investigation were 
organized and reported as follovss 
l. Selection of the Materials Used 
2. Method ot Procedure 
a. Picture-Statament Testing Inst?'Wftent 
b. Refinement of the Instrument 
o. Validation o:f the Instrument 
d. Final Testing Proeedttre 
J. Treatment of the Data 
1 
Ch!pter J!., Results of � Stud:. The resulte o£ the study were 
organized into tables and reported in the following manners 
1. Table Ia 
2. ':'able II: 
3. Table II!s 
4. Table IVs 
S. Table Vs 
6. Table VIs 
7 • Table VIIs 
High and Low Scores 
Rokeach IX>gr:iatis1'1 .3cale 
Response to Deecriptive Statements 
Response to Inf orence Statements 
Scores from Response to Descriptive and 
Inf er&nce Statements 
Rokcach Ilogiltatisri Scale and Descriptive Rankings 
Rokeach Dogmat.ia Scale and Inference Rankings 
Chapter Y, SU111Mry � Conclusions. Chapter V aU11111arized the atud,y 
and the conclusions arrived at •• a reault 0£ the atudJ. Follcnd.ng the 
bibliograpfty', Gr1 appendix was included for the purpose of presenting tbe 
materials and data used in this study in greater detail. 
CH.AP1'�:.R II 
Rh'VLS!il OF 'I'ifE LI'l'EHATURE 
I. G�EHAL TI�TRODUCTION 
It appears the opinion which psychologists and general semanticists 
hold concerning the theories of closemindadness and intension respectively 
is that they are negative orientations, the maniiostations of which should 
be avoided. 
In the discussion of closed syeterns by Mil ton Rokaach1 and in 
discussions by general semantioiats such as Irving J. Lae2 on the topic 
of intensional orientation, one finds where their opposite orientations, 
the open system and the extensional attitude, were greatly pref erred. 
Rokeach stated: 
• • •  the more closed a poraon•s belief sy'stem, the more he 
should evaluate others accord.inc: to their agreement or dis­
agreement with his Qwn systemJ also, the more difficult should 
it be to discriminate between and separately evaluate a belief 
and the person ho1dini tho belie!. Conversely, the more open 
the system, the less should beliefs held in conoon be a criterion 
for evaluating others, and the more should other& be poeitiwly 
valued, regardless of their beliofs.J 
i,.lilton Rokeach, .'£!!! 2E.!!! �Closed Hind: Investigations � � 
�fatura of Belief Systems _!!!! Personality Systems (Uew York; Basic Books, 
Inc., i9bo). 
2rrr....ng J .  Lee, Lan�age Habits in Human Affairs: An Introduction 
� General Semantics (Naw York: Harper and Brothers, Publl'Bhers, 1941). 
3nokeach1 � � Closed l1ind, p. 61. 
8 
Lee also placed a negative overtone on the purely intenstonal 
orientation when he spoke o� characteristice of the intensional 
pcrsonali ty: 
To talk without first observing life facts, and to act 
without abiding by them-in these pri.-rnitive modes of response 
are too many of us held fast . The adequate documentation of 
this disordering evaluation would take us away from the 
triumphs of our productive genius to the heart of the crisis 
o! our time as it is seen in the wars, in tho degradation of 
human time-binding4 capaci tics comr.d tted to waste and 
destruction. • • • 
9 
While it was not the purpose of thia invostigat.ion to establish the 
n egative position of these two orientatione, it was nonetheless interesting 
to note how generally, if �ot specifically, they had been placed at one 
extreme end of a continuum, d iametrically opposed to t.1-icir ''posi ti ·roly 
valued" counterparts. 
In the discussion of the concepts of inten sion and closernindedness, 
in reviewing the literature pertinent to aach, one must remember that, as 
with any quality manifested in hu�an behavior, only theoretically are 
there oppositee, only theoretically can we speak of "mutually exclusive.• 
In the reality of the world about us, we can only come to discover shades 
and gradations of particular behavior whether labeled *'good" or rtbadtt. 
'l'he remainder of this chapter was organized in the following manner: 
II. Tho 'fheoretical Concept of Intension 
III. Studies of General Semantics 
IV. Related Studies in Speech 
V. The 'I'heoretical Concept of Closemindednese 
4r.ee, P• 127. 
VI. The Rokeach Dogmatisn Scale 
VII. Holsted Studies in PoycholotD" 
VIII. The Stroop Color-Word Test 
IX. Implied Relationships of the Two Theoret ical Concepts 
Il. 'fJi::; T!li'.:<"Jt't.::TICAL (;�!;C:t;PT OF INT2NSION 
Definitio n and Characteristics 
----- -------
10 
Depending upon emi>hasis a."'ld contoxt, intension nay be defined either 
in a General sense as a me thod, or specifically in relation to language. 
\>/hen under di6cussion it often appears in contrast to extension and is 
best clarified by pointing to particular characteristics which the 
intensional porson usually exhibits. 
For ?Urposes of this study, intension was treated as an orien tation, 
a :_:enoral attitud e, observable through certain characteristics. Taose 
characteristics aPPea r in greater detail later in the chapter, while the 
aspect of method has been briefly presented below. 
In order to dof'i.ne intension as a methodology (or a non-methodology), 
it was advisable to first contrast it with extension as �-Fondell Johnson did: 
In its i:;eneral sense, extons.i.onalization refers to what we 
have otherwise described as the scientific method, and as a 
process or abstracting, carried on consciously and adequately 
• • • main�ining ef.fecti vo relationships between inference 
and facta. 5 
Intonsion has been treated as an opposite orientation to extension by the 
field of General Saruantics. Hethodoloeically, extension i:; an adherence 
5i�endell Johnnon, Peonle in Quandaries: The 3emontics of Personal 
Adjustment (New York: Harper andJ1ow, Publishers;-1946), pp, 199-200. 
to scientific observation and verification. Intension, on the other 
ll 
hand, is a rejection of this approach. As Alfred Korzybski stated, it 
means "• • •  disregarding obseirvations 88 if they �uld involve a 
'princ iple' of 'talk first and never mind life facts.1"6 
Consequently, an intensional person may not be methodological in 
the sc ientific sonso, but non-methodological. This is considered 
dangerous since it involves a response to feelings, imaginings, pre-
conceptions, inferences, etc., as if they were objects, people, happening s, 
relationships, things, etc. The map ia then an inadequate representation 
of the territory, and a distorted ono at that.7 
The most accepted manner of defining intension is through the 
enumeration of those characteristics which the intensionally oriented 
person usually exhibits . J.·iany of those rest within the realm of language 
usage and habits, while others are contained within abstraction orders, 
attitude, perception, and evaluation. 
Korzybski generally treats intension as an attitude in relation to 
structure. .According to Korzybski it may be viewed as a reversal of 
order, ultimately leading to 1 unsanity . • "• • •  the extensional attitude 
is the only one which is 1n accordance with the survival order and the 
6n!'red Korzybski, "Outl:J..ne of Genaral Senantics," General 
�:>ernantics, collected and arranged by Hansell Daugh (New Y.ork: Arrow 
Editions, 1938), P• l. 
7William V. Haney, Communication � Organizational Behaviors 
Text and Cases (Homewood, Illinois: Hichard D. Irwin, 1967}, 
p. 352."" 
nervous structuro and the intensional attitud.e is the reversal of the 
natural order.118 
12 
The •ordor' of which !".orzybDki writes has been oore ::;pecifically 
referred to by Uendell Johnson as the ' order of abstracting:' " • • • 
maintainine adequate word-fact relationships, abstracting in the �roper 
order fron lower to higher levels and back again to lower. • • 
Confusion of abstraction orders is a tendency which �4einberglO as well as 
11 I�orzybski point to as dangerous to survival, and which Hayakawa, 
Rapoport.,12 nnd Lee13 agree as b eing characteristic of the intensionally 
oriented in<!i vidual. 
\·Jiile the orientation of intension i s  attitudinal in nature, it is 
�ost often related to laneuage, for it ia not only through action that 
man makes his perceptions, feelings, kno;.;:ledge, attitudes, etc. apparent, 
but t.":.rough the languoee he uses to descri be those experiences. 1.-Jhile 
thoro is a cencral structure to our language, there is inner structure 
8 ilfred Korzybeki1 Science and Sanity: An Introduction to Non­
Aristotelion Syste.'?ls �General SeMant!cs, 4thed. (tklkeiille,coml.s 
1nternotional Non-Aristotelian Librar'J Publishing Company, 1950), p. 173. 
9Johnson, PP• 199-200. 
10Harry L. Weinberg, Levels of Knowin4 and Existences Studies in 
General Semantics (New York: Harper and :1.ow, Publishors, 1959), P• i7Ii. 
lls.r. Hayakawa, Langua,ge .!!:_ Thoueht � Actlon, 2nd ed. (San 
Francisco: Harcourt., Brace and World, Inc., 1964), p. 279. 
12s.r. Hayakawa and Anatol Rapoport, 11'l'erms in General Semantics, A 
Glossary," ETCs A Review of General Soman tics, Vol. III (Sumer, 1946), 
P• 280. - - -
13Lee, p. 252. 
13 
for the intensional individual. 
Here such principles as allness, two-valued orientation, irSerence 
and description, projectio n, assumption o f  'word equals thing,• intensional 
and extensional meanin<:;s, and engagement in verbal proofs appear. These 
are language habits wi1ich Haney,14 Johnson,15 Weinberg,16 Korzybski,17 
and Lee10 attribute to the intensional mind. 
Allness �ay be defined as "A reaction in which the abstraction 
inside one•s skin is assumed to have!!!, the characteristics of the thing 
abstracted from. n19 It is very closely related to the principle or two-
valued orientation in which the individual assumes as either-or language 
structure l.oaded with terms such as good-bad, black-white, right-wrong, 
acting as if he can categorically label one side all good and the other -
,!!! bad, denying the shadings between.20 
T'ne language habit most often attributed to the intensional person 
is the tendoncy toward inference and projectio n, and the use or inferential 
statements. Lee discussed tr.is habit when he stated1 11�·/henever we leap 
to inferences and j udgments without survey of the extensional facts, we 
project our creeds and ways of looking into situations which may be 
· l4Haney, P• 253. 
15Johnson, pp. 100-101. 
l&..veinberg, p. 36. 
l7Korzybski, Science � Sanity, p. 478. 
18 Lee, P• 252. 
l9Hayakawa and Rapoport, P• 280. 
20. ·!einberg, p. JO. 
evaluated otherwise.n21 The statements used are noturalzy labelod 
'inferential' as opposed to 'descriptive' or 'factual' since they too, 
aa !<'or zybski stated "• • •  involve assumpt.ions.1122 They are words and 
::;tatel!lents which carry with them n. • • ecneralieations, judgments, 
conclusions • • •  basud or. SU:Jposi tion, guess, opinion, on certain 
sir:'.�lori ty w:i. th other occasions, on what may be tho case. 1123 
The reader T:iUSt not construe this to mean that inference and 
inferential statements nust be avoided. First of all, due to our language 
structure, it is diffic ult to identify pure inference and pure description; 
second, More-o�en-than-not we unconsciously make inferences; third, it is 
impossible not to make inferences since we cannot observe first-hand all 
there is to observe • 
.Korzybski u ses an example to clarify tho first point. 11A does not 
:;et up in the norning" is a descriptive statement. The statement "ll. refuses 
to r;ct up in tho r.iorning" is also declarative but may be inferential since 
1\ could be dead or paralyzed. 24 Obviously our language structure does not 
aluay!i lend itself to a clear distinction between the two. 
Secondly, we·are often unconscious of the inforencas we make. As 
Johnson pointed out: 
21 Lea, P• 252. 
22Korzybski1 Science and Sanity, p. 478. 
23r.eo,, P• 187. 
24Korzybski, Science and Sanity, p. IaB. 
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• • •  whether or not we clearly realize it, we seldom state 
ax.planations of our octions simply by describing tho se actions 
or th eir environmental settings. We go beyond the obvious facts 
and attempt to account for our behavior in terms or "human 
behavior." The consciousness of salt, upon which personal 
adjustment ultimately depends, lies in consciouaness, a clear 
m:arencss of the inferre<? factors, or assumptions, by which we 
try to understand ourselves.25 
It 1s 'natural' to make inferences and it i� necessary to our adjustment, 
learning, and evn.lu.'.ltion. 
Third, to inf er is necessary �lnce fie c3nnot possibly observe and 
abstract all thcra is in the universe about us. The submicroscopic level 
is tho r.ost obvious le-vol of :"!..nf ercnti al data N''1ich must be reearded as 
.factual but .from which ·.ve can only inf or what is go::i.!'lg on. 26 Wainbere 
truces t!1is one :::;tep further to maintain that description is oi'ten in-
C.'.l!"ablc of relayin0 mcssaees i.f one hon never exporic:iced •�at is 
describcd.27 
The X>i::t a�pe:Jrs well nade. ��e ;1ust l"ely on inference since we 
are not ah1ayn capable of di!'<:!ct observation. rrowevor, that doe::> not 
rrive uz liccn::o to jump t" conclusions. 'rhere is the reliability of the 
inference� to be considered. 
• • • tho rc•liabili ty of inf uronces depends upon the reliability 
of the descriptive premises. In importance and in temporal and 
neurolo[!c::il natural older, description comes i'irGt; then 
inferences next. If we considor different orders of inferences, 
or inferent:l.al words, inferences or inferential words of lower 
25Joh��on, p. 105. 
26Ibid., pp. 100-101. 
27weinberg, p. 36. 
order are more rel�able and so more ir:tport311t than inf orences 
of higher orders.2 
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To mova from the realr:i of intensio n toward that of extension moana 
to be aware of our reliance on inferences, to he conscious of the 
inf erencos we are making, and to attenpt to increase reliability of 
those inferences by b�sing t�eo in lifo fact.29 
Lastly, due to the tendency to place greater emphasis on inference 
than descriptien, the intensional person o�ten distorts reality, attaches 
his own connotated meanings to ovonts, and attends more to what things are 
called and what is said than to facts themselves. The territory o.f 
reality is quite often warped)) and 1£ facts are attended to at all they 
are meaningful only in relation to other words and not in relation to 
the reality from which they supposedly atem.31 
Therefore, we tind that the intensional person often manifests 
hie orientation through his language. His language here was viewed as 
an overt, verbal and vocal expression of his abstractions. While there 
can be no pur�ly intonsional human being there are those who tend toward 
that attitude t10re heavily than others. 
Thoae that do, exhibit their attitudes through any one or COll'lbination 
of the following habitss a· tendency toward two-valued orientat.ion, the 
2Br.orzybski, Science and Sanitl, p. 479. 
29Johnson, P• 105. 
30
we1nberg, pp. 164-167. 
lltta7akawa, P• 58. 
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use of allness statements, he&V'J relianco on inference and projection of 
individual interpretation, and attach�ent of connotative meanings. }'rom 
this results a somewhat distorted view of rr,ality, w:i.th an assnm�tion 
that the langua6e syst�� they uue is valuable beyond the point of 
representation. 
III. STt>"DIES rn G :!:Nii.at.AL SEHANTICS 
It appears that there have been only three major quantitative 
studies which may be categorized exclusively under General Seroanties, 
therefore relating to the present investigation. The first of these 
studies appeared in 1964 under the title "A Revised Scale for the 
Measurement of Open-.Hinde<lnecs" by Pranklyn Hai.man. 32 
i-fair:ian• s revised scale originated in a device designed to test the 
hypothesis that attitudes toward group discussion leadership might be so 
closely rel.ated to authoritc:irianisrn that a measurcroent of such attitudes 
could provide another way of c.letecting that syndrome. 33 The initial teet 
resulted in a +.Gl con·elation according to the California 1'' Scale. The 
Hai.man scale which tnnor��d after aevoral drafts W3S a JO-item test with 
a + .  75 reliability correlcitior�, and a +.23 correlation betwcer. scale 
scores and peer jucicing on open-closemindednoss. 'fhe author (Hai.man) 
ad':li t ted that at that tlme validation by O) .. '"tcrnal criteria renainod to 
�c establishetl, but pointed out th.'.lt the rosul.ts correlated at the .Ol 
level of con.fidence.34 
32.Franklyn Hai.man, "A :k>vised Scale !or the Measurornent. of Open.­
Mindedness, n Speech J.:Onographn, Vol. XX.XI (,;une, 196h) ,  PP• 97-102 • 
.33Ibid., P• 98. 
34.Ib. ' 101 --2:£.• , P •  • 
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L. John Kottman, author of tho second study, atternpted to measure 
quantitativaly how much languaee affected perceptions, thoughts, and 
b<"'..havior-dogree of intension-and reported the relationship between 
intension and skill in using language.35 The hypothesis of the study was 
stated in three parts: a) There is a negative correlation between 
linr:uistic conmand and intension; b) Women are higher in linguistic 
cor11:iand; and c) Women are also !Dore intensionally oriented. J6 The 
invastiGation resulted in support 0£ the hypothesis that there is a 
negative correlation between linguistic command and intension, with a 
correlation coei'i'icicnt of -.24 for wo:nen and -.22 for men at a .10 
level of cortfidenee.37 
The last study which directl.:r related in the area o£ General 
Semantics was performed in 1965 by Alvin Goldberg at the University of 
8 Donver. 3 This study was carried out to determ.ine if students in general 
sEr.tantics wero less dogmatic, opinionated, authoritarian, and rigid ai't.er 
training in a general semantics laboratory course than be!ore.39 The 
hypothesis a s  stated wa :::i supported in the area of dogmatism to the .o5 
JSE. Jolm Kottman, "Language Internalization and Intension 
Orientation,," � ! Review 2.£. Goneral Semantics, Vol. XXI (December, 
1964), P •  456. 
J6Ib!d., PP• 457-458. 
37Ibid., P •  465. 
38.A.1.vin Goldberg, "The Effects of a Laboratory Course in General 
Semantics.," 3TC: A Review of General Semantics, Vol. XXII (March,, 1965),  
pp. 19-24. -
39Ibid., P• 19. 
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level of confidence, in the area of ris�-dity to the .025 level or 
confidence, in opinionation the level was above 5%, and there was no 
sj.gnificanco in tho area of authoritarianism according to the California 
F Scale. 40 
-;:.; • E:LAT'.;iJ S'rUDD?S :m SPF.ECH 
1'here arc three specific studies which havo been performed since 
1966 relating to dogmatism and conducted by members in the field of 
speech. .ij;ach of the three studieo l'fere performed by Horbert W. Simons, 
with one in conjunction with :ifancy Y. Berkowitz.* 
The first study reported in 1966 in the Journal .2f Social Psychology 
resulted from what the author believed to be an unsubstantiated assumption 
that authoritaniana are insensitive to social differences. 41 i':any tosts 
to determine this had been perfonned through the use of the California F 
Scale, which the author also believed possessed a leftist bias. 
Consequently, using a questionnaire desiGJled to correct those weaknesses, 
the author tested 229 subjects to determine if authoritarians could detect 
other authoritarians.42 The test-retest reliability correlated 3t +.75 
and tho scale' s  correlation emorged at +.23 at the .01 level of confidence.43 
40ibid. ,  P• 23. 
*A total of twenty-one studies are listed in the bibliography. 
Since the author was unable to obtain abstracts, determination of whether 
or not they pertained to the present study was based on thesis title alone. 
41Herbert H. Simons, RAuthoritariruiism and Social Perceptiveness, " 
Journal or Social Psychology, Vol. LXVIII (1966), PP• 291-297. 
42Ib1d., P• 293. 
43Ibid. ,  P• 296. 
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'fhe author interpreted the results to indicate no relationship between 
authoritarianism and the capacity or incapacity to establish its presence 
in others.44 
Two years later a second study was reported by Simons pertaining 
to dogmatisr.i scales and leftist bi<.>s. 45 That study attempted to determine 
whether a leftist bian in the Hail!lan scale could be detected from the 
responses of self-procla:i.mcd liber.:ils and conservativos.46 The general 
hypothesis was that liberal self-scores would be significantll lower 
than conservative sel.f-Gcores, thereby suf;gesting a leftist bias in the 
scale. 
· u1 'fhc results of t!1a testing supported the stated hypothesis. 
In 1969 Siiaons conducted a third study along with a colleaeue 
Haney r:. Berkowitz to test tho R.okeach Dot,'matis:rn Scale for the leftist 
bias.48 The 5ane method a.�d procedure were followed in that study as 
for the previous, along w:i.th statine a very sL11ilar hypotheais. 49 Although 
the general hypothesis was supported, which should have indicated a leftist 
bias in tho Rokeach seal.a as in tho Hai.man, the authors pointed out that 
additional data showod that other scores did not support a leftist bias 
44Ibid. ,  P •  297. 
45Herbert W. Sbtons, nnogmatis:".l Scales and Lef'tiet Bias, " Speech 
:.:ono!lraphs1 Vol. XXXV (1968), PP •  149-153. 
46Ibid. ,  P• 150. 
47Ibid., PP• l50-l5J. 
48Herbert w. Simons and Nancy n. Berkowitz, 11R.okeach ' s  .ll:>gnatism 
Scalo and Leftist Biao, n Speech �i:>nographs, Vol. XX.XVI (1969 ) ,  pp . 459-463. 
49Ibi<l., PP• 459-46o. -
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and was construed as further evidence of the scale' s  construct validity.50 
In sumrna?"J, the three studies cited are those perfonned in the 
field of speech to investigate �'Jg�ested bias in dogmatism ooa:J..es. Of 
tho�e .investicrated, it appeared that the Hokeach Dogmatism Scale emerged 
as the most reliable a.�d valid. 
V. TH� TlfF,Qfu.-:TICA!, COHCEPT OF CIA>Sll-u:NDF.l>NESS 
In 1954 Milton Rokeach defined dogmatiS!ll as "• • •  a rolatively 
closed cognitive organization of beliefs and disbeliefs about reality, 
organized around a central set of beliefe about absolute authority, which 
in turn, provides a fra1:1ework for patterns of intolerance and qualified 
tolerance toward others • •  .51 
To fUlly exacine the concept of cJ.03emindednesa, attention mnst 
first focus upon the general concept or systent as it applies here, upon 
belief and 'disbelief systems, and finallY upon 'the moro specif'io ares 
of open vs. closed oyster.is. 
According to Rokeach there is a distinction to be made between 
logical syst�g and psychological s,YBtems, the· latter ot which is or 
pri.rnary concern here. 
In logical systems the parts are interrelated or in 
communication with eact other according to the rulos of 
logic . In psyohologiclll syetams the part� rnay be int� 
related without necessarily being logically interrelated 
• • • It is procisel.y this isolation or segregation of 
parts which describes their relationship a."ld :makes po ssibl.e 
certain predictions about behavior.�2 
50Ib1d., pp. 461-463. -
51:·tl.lton Hokeach, "The Nature and Meaning of Dogmatism, " 
Psychological Revi!lw, Vol. LXI (1954), p. 19.S. 
S2nokcach, � and Closed Hind, P• 33. 
The concept of system not necessarily logically interrelated is one to 
which Hiller also agrees when he re£srs to it as an •o:rg·anization of 
p�rts. 1 53 
T.n relating this to the belief-disbelief system, we find that ench 
is composed of interrelat-ed parts. On the one hand, there is a s-1ste;i 0£ 
beliefs that one accepts, and on the other, not. only a system but a series 
of disbelief systems which one rejecta.54 It carries with it the 
fundamental idea of truth and f alsi ty._since siything accepted is viewed 
as truthful; and that which is rejaoted is cast aside as false to the 
belief systet�.55 
'ro reduce this concept .fur."l1er, atten-tion .tuma to the open-closed 
belief-d.isbelief system. It must be noted that in discussing this entire 
system, one cannot divorce belief system fJ'Qm disbelief. syBtems a:.i the 
mind !l'lay do. · The idea o! system 1:>'6ing open or aloaeU at, ariY poilit is 
inherentlr ral.ated to the beliefs and disbeliefs of th& individual. 
Thus, t.he concept of the opon-closed belief'-disbelief system is most 
c;raphically illustrated in terms of a oontinuu.m. As one r:ioves toward one 
posit,ion, he naturally :moves away from the other position. 
Clarification of this point necessitates a definition o f  elose-
r.iindedncss through discussion of characteristics manifested in that type 
S.3James a. Hiller, ttToward a General Theory :for the Behavioral 
5ciencos,11 .A:uerican Psychologist, ilol. l (1955 ) ,  P •  515. 
5li::-;.okeach, :)pen anu Closed ;.find, P• 32. - - ---
S5R.2·i. Hartin, Belief, Mstence � Meaning Olen; York: lim� York 
l.1niversity Press, 1969) ,  P• 7:>. 
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of individual. Hopefully this e..riumeration and explanation will not only 
define closemindedness but will also e.xplain the open system as well. 
lioth must be regarded in terms of the belief-<l.ivbelief system. 
\./hile otte.·1pting to ascribe various general cha.ract�ristics to 
the closeminded individual, Rokeach explains the closed system in terms 
of communication, adherence to authority and evaluation of information, 
degree 0£ rejection of the disbelief systems, tiegl?ce of differentiation 
or isolation of belief-disbelia.f ·system, degree ot· dif!erent1ation within 
the disbelief systems, and appropriateness of response to situations. 56 
In reference to communication, s.r. Hayakawa analyzes the open and 
closed Mind by dividing communication inte two •1ementau the speaker and 
the stat0J11ent • .57 The author states that the person with a closed r.rl.nd 
nust accept or reject speaker and statement, whereas the opellRinded person 
is also capable of accepting the speaker and l"ejeoting the statement or 
rejecting the speaker and accepting the st.atement.58 Rokeoch refers to 
this communicative c..11.aracteristic when he discusses reliance on authority.59 
In communication, the closeminded person is two-valued in orientation 
s:ince he must accQpt all or nothing and therefore fit the speaker and 
his statelnents into either the belie! system or the disbelief systems. 
'6iiokeach, Op� and Closed Mind1 PP• lo-62. 
57Hayakawa, PP• 255-256. 
58Ib1d. -
59P.okoach, � and Closed Mind_, pp. 57-58. 
The acceptance or rejection of speaker and etstement is closely 
allied to the individual ' s tendency toward authority figures. This, in 
tum, indicates the ability to evaluate information. llokeach explains 
this in the following manneri 
• • • the more closed the system the more will other people be 
evaluated Dccording to the authorities they line up with, and 
the r.>0re w.Ul peripheral: beliefs �a r�a:t,d to eQOh Qther by 
virtue of their common origin in authority r&thar than by 
virtue of intrinsic connections • • • •  In the closed system, 
tho power of authoTity does not depon� upon cognitive correctness 
• • •  Given a variety of information stemming from an axternal 
aource, tho relatively closed per� is !orced to accept all 
or rej ect all in a 'package deal. ' 
The author �oes on to e:K!_:lain the difference in the openminded individual: 
For him, the !)OWer of authority is at'ill there, but depends 
upon the authority• � cognitive correctness, &ecUl•acy, and 
consistanoy with other information he has about the lrorld. 
Authority that givec ir4'orm4.tt.ion in conflict "With the 
in.fornation he possesses 1d.ll ba judged unreliable and -vrlll 
the+ofore lie replaced by more reliable authority. VariouG 
peripheral beliefs derived from authority will be tested in 
upplication, m;d will thus be les5 tj:kely to reuain in 
relative isolation from each othor. l 
In sum, the cl.oseminded individual relies heaVily on those authority 
.figures which epito111ize his beliefs. Thia results L"l authority control of 
beliefs, which, in tum, results in a relatively static, inflexible 
positi.on for the closeminded individual. The information he receives, if 
received at all.1 concel"ni:ng the world and any disbolief ss-stQms comes to 
him second,..hand t.hrough the authority figlll'e.62 
Rokoach explains three other characteristics of the ol0sm:1ind.9d 
in di vi du al by relating them according to isolation and differentiation. 
60�., P •  62. 
61Ibid. 
62Tuid., p. 61. 
The disbelief systmnG are composed of disbelief subsyster:is along a 
gradient of similarity to the belief system.63 Again, the closeminded 
; ndi ·ndual lines everything up according to its relation to his beliefs; 
and the farther a disbelief from beliefs, the le�s differentiation. 
?.okeach clearly st�tes: 
A system is defined to be closed to the extent that there 
is a high maenitude of rejection of all disbelief subsystems, 
an isolation of beliefs, a high diserepangy in decrrae of dif­
ferentiation within the disbelief system. 4 
Here emer3es the core characteristic u�on wt.ich tho other 
characteristics hinee. Co�imnication, authority, and infonnation are 
roearded not on individual merit but solely in relation to the belief-
disbelief continuum. Appropriateness of response, tho discussion of 
whioh immediately follows, also hinGes on this central definition. 
ilokeach elaborates on uhat has been referrod to as ' appropriate-
ness of response ' :  
Ue assume that, in any situation in which a person must act, 
there are certain characteristics of the situation that point to 
the appropriate action to be taken. If the person reacts in 
terros of such relevant characteristies, his ree-ponse should be 
corroct or appropriate. The same situation aloo contains 
irrelevant f aotors, not relatod to the ll"lner structure or 
requirements of the situation. To the extent that response 
depends on such irrelevant factors, it should be unintelligent 
or inappropriate. Every person, then, must be able to evaluate 
adequately both the relevant and irrelevant ini'ormation he 
receives from every situation. This leads us to suggest a 
basic characteristic that defines the extent � which the 
person' s  system is open or closed; namely, tho extent to which 
the person can receive, evaluate, and act on relevant information 
6.3a.okeach1 11:\ature a:id �'ioaning of Dogr1atism, " P• 196. 
64Rokeach, 2£..!!! � Closed �1 P• 61. 
received fro1';> the outsic!c on it3 01;1:1 intr.insic �erits • • •  
The ::1ore open one 1 s be lief oysto;;i, the 1aore 6hould evaluating 
and actin� on j.nformatior. proceed independently on i'to awn 
merits, in ac cord with the i.nnor structural requiremonts of 
the oi tu ation • • • Conversely, tho more clo r..•xl th0 belief 
system, the more difficult should it be to distineuish between 
inf 0.::·:.:3tion recei vad abr;ut t� 10 world and informr:.io11 recci vcd 
about the nource • • • To the extent that a per90n cannot 
Ci ut:'..Jit;t:isl1 the two kinds of infor::iation rccei vcd from the 
source, he should not be free to receive, ovaluate� and �t 
nn the l n:'ornatj on ir: term:; o.f i rmcr requircdnc�s. 5 
TJ-:is l<Jst. c�aracteristic touche::; the r�alm of bEihs'\"'ior--aml t.he 
ovort expression of the closed orientation. It is an important aspect 
which cannot be disregarded. For tho individual, whether O!)aminded or 
clos0r.1inded, will l.;ehave in terms of his perceptions, observations, 
sensations, and in.forriation about tho environment surrollndint; him. 
Theoretically, then t!':e .i..ndi vid1.1al will follow his belief synts.1, and 
theoretically behavior will be appropriate for the openmindod individual 
while for the closeminded ·i.nd.i vi.dual will be dee.rood inappropriate. 
In summary, tho closemindod individual possesoes certain qualities 
which cantrall.y h.iru;e on the dcf·i -..:!.nz c�a:-actcristic of hir;h tlif !.'oronti ation 
bot;.."een beliefs and dinbelieia, �ig!1 isolCltion of beliefs, and low 
distinction between c!isb0lief s. 
;fuilc there can 00 no one person who rests totally and always at 
one e:;-.-tr�Je end of tho continul.l.:'1 vieuing t:111ouGh one l�no �t <lll ti."JOS all 
facets of life, t:1oro arc indeed those who arc sennitive to their own 
beliefs, ignorant of the belief� tho�· profess to 1disbalicve, ' and un-
willing to accept anything or anyone unless it can fit totally into the 
65Ibid., pp. 57-58. 
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belief system. Those are the jndi rtduals, due to the def:L."ti.ng 
characteri stics, which must be labeled 11closeminded.." 
VI. THE ROKL�ACH 00.1l'tATI$� SCALE 
According to l·�ilton Rokeach, lt'l'he primary purpose of this scale 
is to measure in.di vidual differences in openness or closedness of belief' 
systems. 66 The purpose is simple enough. The forportant question to answer 1 
however, is whether the scale does in fact measure the opennesa-closednes s  
of belief systems. To answer this question of validity and tho obvioualy 
related one of reliability, it would be appropriat& to first discuss the 
methodology and procedure involved in the scale' s development. 
The items used on the dogmatism scale were first designed to tap 
various previously determined characteristics of open and closed systems. 
The underlying assumption was that strong agreement with such statements 
indicated possession of one extreme of a partioQ1ar characteristic being 
tapped; strong disagreenent indicated possession of the op:riosite ex:treme.67 
L""l order to avoid the charge of politioal orientation, it was 
determined that the scale had to transcend ideological positions in fa:vor 
of penetration of the formal, structural characteristics o! all positi.Gns. 
In that way, persons adhering dogmatically to any particular position 
should all score at one end of the continuum, and score in a direction 
opposite to others havinG equally diverse yet undogmatic viewpoints.68 
66Ibid., P• n. -
67�. ,  P• 12. 
68Ibid. 
-
The Dogt.1atism Scale went through five editions. Tho initial 
2.8 
scale contained eighty.nine items and in the four successive revisions 
the aim was to t�e adva."ltagc of the items for continued rcfin6lncnt. 69 
Form D contained sixty-six ite:ms; �'om r::, the final form, contained llhat 
was considered the best forty ite.":ls. Ii'or all sta"te."':lents, agreement was 
scored as closed and disagre«nent as opon. T'ne total score was determined 
by the sum of the scores obtained on all i toms. 70 
l'r.e primary categories i.11 which itens were placod covered the 
isolation within and between belief and disbelief syster.:is, rcl.at.ive 
degrees of diff crentiation of the belief and the disbelief systoo, and 
specific and forrnal content of the belief syetem.-l' 
Isolstion liithin imd betl'iOen belief and disbeliflf syotems refers 
to the lack of corn:7lunication between nei1;hboring regions. It was assuraed 
that the rnor� closed the systc."'Tl, the ;;reat,e.r the isolation. 71 itelative 
degrees of dif:f'ercnti<Jtion of the belief and the diobolief systehls points 
out a b�i:;ic asnu:m?tion that a belief' �:rs"te!:i is more differentiated than 
a <li�belief system . 7urthcrmore1 incrcosod close..":'lindedness �hould mean 
less tlifferentiation of disbelief �ubsysterns with rospoct to each other.72 
Specific ai�<.l for1:1al content of the belief synter:: wore represented by items 
69�., P• 73. 
70Ibid. 
-
*The reader is reminded that these categories correspond to the 
formal defining charactoristics o! closemindedness. 
1lr-tokeach, £E!!! � l.losed Hind, p .  73. 
72Ibid., P• 74. 
which i.ndicated feelings of Anx:iety, inadeqoacy, and wifrien<Uiness; 
and the nature of positive and negative authority. To the extent that 
29 
the system is closed, strong .feelings of inadequacy, anxiety, and help­
lessness should be present and authority will be seen �s aboolute . 73 
General Procedure 
'l'he Dogmatism Scale ls typically administered to persons meeting 
in groups. Subjects indicate disagreement or agreement with each item 
on a scale of -3 to +3 with point 0 excluded to !oroe definite xesponse. 
1i'or scoring purposes a constant of 4 is added resulting in a 1 - 7 scale. 7L. 
For the 40-item Form E which was administered during t.11e present study, a 
low score of 40 was regarded as extreme openmindedness and a high score 
of 280 was regarded as extreme olosemindedneas. 
Reliability 
Since the F'orl'!I E scale lras the scale administered for this stuey, 
the remaining information concerning reliability and validity refers 
only to that form. 
The Form E was administered to nine different groups totalling 508 
subjects, resulting in a corrected reliability of .81 for English colleges 
(II) 1 • 78 for English workers, and a range o:f .68 to .93 for the 
rErlaining seven American groups. 75 For the American �oups the means 
ranged from l.Ll.3 to ll.i.3.8, with a standard deviation ranging .frot1 
73Ibid., PP• 75 and 77. -
74rbid., PP• 87-88. 
75Ibid., P• 89. 
22.1 to 28.2. 76 Consistent agreement-disagreement was borne out by 
item analysis which compared subjects scoring in the upper and lower 




In order to test the oog:latisrn Scale for validity, the r.iethod of 
knowr. croups was employed in two studies. In the first, colleee professors 
c!1osc graduate otuclents they considered to have open or closed systems. 
In the second, 5j111ilar selections wre made by graduate students fron 
anong friends ond acquaintances. 78 
The rconlt!3 from Study I were intoresti.ne since t�i:) analysis 
showed :insignificant differences botween the thirteen subj ects judged to 
oo hig.b dogr1atics and tho sixteen subjects judgod to be low tlogmatics. 79 
The rcs:.:J. tr; from Study II 1.1erc quite di.ff oront. The two croups-
ten hir.h dof;matics and ten 101'< dogmatics-differed sharply in mean 
<lof:7-1atian scores. CO The high dogmatic group scored 56.l points higher on 
dog.'llatism than the low dogr'."iatic i;roup. Ell This second study was checked 
by comparison of the two groups to the California F Scale and the 
_t!-moccntrisri !)calo. It was expected that the hii;l1 dogmatic croup should 
76 Ibid., P• 90. 
77�. 
7S Tb . d �-, P •  101. 
79�., P• 102. 
80Ibid . ,  P• lOJ. 
Bl.Ibid. ,  P •  104. 
score hiGhcr or; these ::;calao also. This expectation w3s borne out by a 
47.6 and a 19.7 poJrrt difference between the two groups on the two 
scales. 82 
VII.! Rfil.AT;� STUDI:!.S TN PSYCOOLOOY 
Tho developmcmt of the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale in 196o prompted 
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research in the .fields of psychology and speech which cover a time period 
of at least nino years. Below the reader will find a brief resume of that 
research. , ,  
Soon after the appearance of the Dogmatism Scale VJ. 'l'. P1 ant 
replicated the scallil in conjunct.ion with the Ca1ifornia F Scale. Plant' s  
corro.lations supported those of Rokeach and the author came to the siluple 
conclusion that the1 .Dogmatism Scale was lese loaded with prejudice than 
the California F Scale and was a better measure o� authoritarianism.83 
In 1962 Law�nee Wrightsma.ri tested whether or not authoritarions 
were aware of their tendencies. 84 In his study he hypothesized that 
a )  the self-ratings .of authoritarians will be higher than those ot low 
on certain dimensions; and b )  high authoritarians will not differ fror.i a 
hypothetical avera�e position in their self-ratings but low authoritarians 
m11.8' 
82Ib. d -1:...• 1 P• 105. 
83,;. T. Plant, "Hokeach ' s Jogmatism Scale as a Measure of General 
Authoritarianism, n Psychological Reports, Vol. XIII (196o), pp. 164-167. ' . 
1 .  
B4r.awronce s. Wrightsman, sr.1 "Authoritarianism and Self­
Awareness, 11 Journal .� Social Psyeholosz, Vol. LVI (1962) 1 pp. 179-185. 
B.5Ibid. ,  P• 180. 
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Accordinb to the Pearson Froduet-�oaent method a correlation of 
+.61 was established between the self-ratings and the California .r� 
Scale to the .01 level of confidence. The correlation resulted in the 
conclusion that subjects high in authoritarianism have a greater tendency 
to rate themselves as such than do low authoritarians.86 
One yoar J.ater Lawrence Bookbinder conducted $ study to detemine 
the perceptual abilities of hich and low authoritarians.87 The author 
found !tls results to be oomewh3t different from those involved in the 
study of self-awareness in that higt, authoritarians viowd tbet:2sel ves aa 
more 8ubl!lissivc and friendly than low authoritarians; but were essentially 
as capable in perceiving the degree of authoritarianism in others.88 
In 1964 Frankl.yn Haima11 and Donald Duns perfomed a rathor elaborate 
battery of fou:r exporirnents designed to determine whether di.£ferencee in 
COlill:lUnication behavior betYoon high and low scorers on dogmatism scales 
could La cetectad by observers of that behavior. 89 
In all four experiments the Form E 40-item Rokeach Dogmatism Scale 
was administered. In experiments I 011c1 II o:xpert j udges in public speaking 
w�rFJ :isked to identify high and lo:.r clOQ:latics on the oasis of oral 
86 Ibid., PP• 184-185. -
87.tawrence J .  Bookbinder, "Perception of Others, Sal.f-Perception, 
and Response Sets in High and Low Authoritarians," PerceptuQll � }!otor 
Skills, Vol. XVII ( 1963), P• 694. 
88Ibid. -
S9Frankl.yn s. Hai.man and Donald F. Duns, "Validations in 
Communicative Behavior of Attitude-Scale Measures or DogroatiBN1, II 
Journal £!.. Social Psycbologr, Vol. LXIV (196h), pp. 287-297. 
presentation of speeches and ·written manuscripts. The results showed 
that in the case of oral presentation high dogmatics were more easily 
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identified; in the case of 'Written composition low dogmatics were better 
identii"ied.90 
In e�eriments III and IV peer prediction was attempted on the 
basis of class interaction, resulting :in a more accurate identification of 
high and low dogmatios.91 
Kemp and r:ohl.er of Ohio State tJniversity attempted to apply the 
r\Okeach Dogra3tism Scale to the high school level. 92 In their study they 
correlated the results of the Forr:1 E scale with teacher ratings of high 
and low dogmatic students. Although no other specific application was 
made, the resulting correlation was +.74 with a test-retest reliability 
coefficient of +.82.93 The scale was considered suitable for high school 
use. 94 
In the same year Zagona and Zurcher collected �d reViewed data on 
the reliability and validity of the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale.95 The 
90Ibid.1 PP• 288-292. 
91Ibid. ,  PP• 292-296. 
92oratton C. Kemp and Edward w. Kohler, 11Suit.ability of the Rokeach 
Dogmatism 8cale for High School Use," Journal � f?(perimental Education, 
Vol. XXXIII (1965), PP• 383-38.5. 
93Ibid., P• 385. 
94Ibid. -
95saivatore v. �ona and Louis A. Zurcher, Jr. , "Notes on the 
ileliabillty and Validity of the Dogmatiom Scala," Psychological Reports, 
Vol. :CVI (1965), PP• 1234-1236. 
authors pointed out that the reliability o.f high and low dogmatics was 
about the same; and determined that tho construct of the dogtnatisrn scale 
was supported by validity data resul.ting from experimental-observ8Uonal 
studies of individu3ls 3:-id groups.96 
In 1966, 19681 and 1969 Herbert Si.J:aone also researched into the 
concept of dogmatism and the testing instrlll;lents dosigne<! to r.:ieasure it. 
Specifio re.t"orence vas made in Section IT of thi3 chapter concerning those 
studies. 
There have been further studies in psychology whio.h do not relate 
es directly to the present stud3'. The reader is therefore reforrad to 
the bibliography for a complete listing. 
In suntnary, the studies cited are those which have investigated the 
reliability and validity of dogmatism scales, 'With varfing applications. 
F.mphasis, here, hae centered on the Hokeach Dogmatism Sc.ale as it emerged 
after various investigations. It ��pears that tho Rokeach Dogmatism 
.3cale poosesses high construct validity along with the ability to be 
applied to various situations. 
J. Ridley Stroop; Studies of Interference 
in Serial Verbal Reactions 
From a series of experiments conducted in 1935 by J .  I�dley Stroop 
at GeorBe Peabody College emerged what is widely referred to as the 
�itroop Color-Word Test.97 It is an instrur.ient designed to measure the 
97J. Ridley Stroop, 11Studiec of Interference in Serial Verbal 
l1eactions," Journal of �:peri:r:ental Psychology, Vol. XVIII (December, 
1935), ,�. 6h2:662. � 
degree of interference ot color stimuli upon vord n&rlting end the degree 
ot interference of word etimuli upon color 1dentif1cation.98 
The Stroop Color-Word Test (SCVll') was used in the present study 
as an inDtrument ot validation for the intensional orientation measuring 
device created 8J)9C1fically .f'or this study. Below the roader will find 
a brief explana\ion ot the SCWT w1 th reference to its past use in the 
field of speech. 
Originally the SCWT grew out of a tvo-fold problem 1 1) a co.-nparison 
o! the interferi!ng � etteet of color stinml.i upon the reading of nanes of 
colors with the interfering. etreot o! word stimuli upon the namine of 
colors; and 2) tb9 attect of p-rectiee in reacting to color stimuli in 
the prenence of confiicting word stimuli upon reaction times in the 
above two s1tuation9.99 or primary. concern to this study is the 
interference measure!ltent, and it is upon that vhich attention focuses. 
The source of the interferenco in each situation was the materials 
themoel vas. The words rod, green, blue, and yellow were printed on test 
cards. N& word was printed in the color it represented. Thws, each word 
presented the name of one color printed in ink or another color. Hence, 
the word and the color stimuli were presented si.multaneouel.y.lOO 
The difterence in the tiroe for reading the words printed in colors 
and the same words printed in black was the messurenent of the interference 
98Ibid. , P• 646. -
99rbid., PP• 646-647. 
lOOibid., PP• 647-649. 
of color stimuli up0n reading words.101 The difference in the time for 
n.?ning the colors in which the words are printed and the same colors 
appearing in squares was the measurement of the intorf ercmce of conflicting 
word stiPJuli upon naming colors.102 
'nte results o! this study showed that the interterenoe of confiicting 
color sti!llull upon the time for reading 100 words caused an increase or 
only 2.3 seconds or S.6 percent over the nomal time for reading the same 
words printed in black. The increase was not considered re11able.l03 
The intorference of oonflieting word stimuli upon the tl11e for nammg 
100 colors {appearing in a oon.tlicting name ) caused an increase or 47.0 
seconds or 7u. J percent over the normal ti.lie tor n8'11ng colors appearing 
as squares.1o4 
Dosnite the obvious differences in reliabilities, the scwr was used 
by Ydnor in 1964 at the University or Denver and applies to intensional­
extensional orientation.lOS Of concern in the present study �as the 
hypothesis and application or the SCWT, since lt appeared that the Seti!' 
was tho only testing instrument to date which could adequately apply 
lOlibid. , P• 659. 
102Ibid. 
lOJibid., PP• 648-649. 
l04Ibid., PP• 650-652. 
l0.5Gene Minor, "The ?..clations.l-iip of VariouG Characteri3tics to 
Intensional-2xtensicnal JrienUition as Heasured by the Stroop Golor­
\Jord Test" (unpublished Master' s thesis, University of Denver, 196u) . 
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as a quantitative measure.ment of ganeral intensional-extensional. 
orientation. 
Tho principle underlying the use of the SCWT in the 1964 study 
was that intensionally oriented individuals attend more readily to 
labelD represented by word symbols than t.o reality represented by blockl!J 
of color.1o6 To det<n'l'!lino this, it was necessary to measure the time 
di:f'f'ercnce between read.ins words pr:tt ted in black and readlng worde 
printed in incongruent colors , and to measure the ti�e difference 
betwan na.-ning colors appearing in blocks and naming colors printed 
in incongruent words.107 In this way, the prodorninent tendency of the 
inten5ionally oriented individual to attend more readily to word symbols 
would manifest itiself 1n a greater time difference between naming colons 
and naming· colors printed in incongruent words than in naming words and 
naning words printed in incongruent colors.108 
LX. EfPLI?.D &:LATIOUS::?IllS OF THE T\'t{) 
TH�t>FL.�TICAL (l)NCEPTS 
With the Review of the Literature complete, the following section 
presents the implied rGlationships of the two theoretical concepts ot 
intension and closem1ndod.n8sa. These relstionehips are offered for t-., 
roasons s 1) To render a closer examination of the ti«> concepts mider 
discussion; 2) To offer justification for the present study, a stud,y 
lo6Thid., P• la. -
107Ibid. ,  P• 56. 
l08Ibid., P• 57. 
ultimately based on the implications which the portinent literature 
presented. 
The conclusion drawn at. the close of Section II which discussed the 
ooncept of intension was that thin orientation 1nani.te.sted itself most 
direct).y through language. This general conclusion formed tho baeia for 
the primal"'/ characteristics cil the :intensionally oriented indi Vidualt 
allness statements and attitude, two-valued orientation eyatem, reliance 
on inference end inferential terms, a distorted view of reality, eto. 
Obviously, these characteristics appeared deeply ingrained in one • s own 
language system. 
In discussion of the theoretical concept of closemindedness, the 
author pointed out that it too was an orientation, attitudinal 1n nature. 
:Further, the language chol:len to verbalize those perceptions as seen 
through the system would indicate its openneee or closedneee. 
Consequently, an implied relation see�ed to exist since both 
intension and closomindedness were general orientations or the individual 
manii'ested to some degree by language. 
·ro further establish a relationship, attention focused on particular 
charactori.stica mentioned for each concept. While on the follo�...ng pages 
the author attempted to relate char�cteristics in a one-to-ono relationship, 
it wae not assumed that there was such a clear cut line between them. Jt'or 
ourposes 0£ this thesis, to clarify the relationships of the two 
orientations, the author attempted to determine where one characteristic 
nost readily corresponded to another. There was full realization that 
within the individual these characteristics continually work toaether. 
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?crhaps the stronuest tendency within the intensional individual 
is the tendency to make inferences, to draw conclusion based on assumptions 
and o;.>inion, to lack scientific inquiry into fact. Due to this, 'proper' 
evaluation of incof.ling infomation is difficult since it is heavily 
overshadowed by attitudes, beliefs, prejudices, opj nionated knowledge, eto. 
In the same way, the closeminded i�dividual hes diffic:.U.t7 evaluating 
information. He has, througl1 his willingness to rely on authority, 
subjected the infor:nation not to scie..'1tific scrutiny, but to authority 
control. :-.'hen the inf om at ion violates the belief system to which he 
has adhered, it is disregarded altogether or assumed to be incorrect. 
Consequently, for both the intensional and closeminded individual, 
scientific inquiry is lacking, honce, proper evaluation of info�ation 
( if received at all) is lacking. 
The acceptance or rejection of information on the basis of belief 
is a second cor:mon characteristic. For the intensional i.ndi vi.dual, �encral 
seiaanticists have J abeled it "two-valued orientation; " from the psychologists 
point of view it is an "all-or-nothing" tendency toward people and 
communic�ted messages. 
Two-valued orientation refers to a polarized attitude in vhich the 
individual can see no shades of existence between the two extremes. 
According to that orientation, people are seen as good or bad and 
infomation is evaluated as true or false. 
Similorly, duo to the close<:! system, on L"1cli vidual will reject 
disbelief systems simply because thoy are not in uccord with his beliefs. 
He finds it impossible to accept a speaker but reject his Message, or 
vice-versa, because to do so would mean to recogni ze value in the dis­
believed information. Cor.scquently, it means nail-or-nothing." 
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A generally a'dsting distortion o f  reality is a third characteristic 
which lin.\.cs the two theoretical concepts together. This distortion of 
reality i:.; due to several other elements co-existing ID.thin the individual. 
Their exact nature is not of ultimate concern at this ti�e. 'TI1e concern 
is that for both the inttn"lsionally oriented individual and the elose­
minded indiVidual there is little relationship betweon the psychological 
parts of their Make-up and betwoen the world inside and the t«>rld outside. 
The extant of this di vision detormines the degree of the distortion . 
Delie!s and disbeliefs, fact and description exist isolated from each 
other, unable to provide the individual with a focused picture of reality. 
The faet that the intensional person tends to project hi, ;self 
personally into a particular situation has led the author to believe that 
perhaps this accounts for the closeminded person 1 s tendency to analyze 
everything in terms of his mm belief system, with little differentiation 
of disbeliefs. If this is eo, both types of individuals are related 
according to yet a fourth characteristic. 
LastJ.y, the allness statements which are verbalizations of attitude 
lead to discussion of overt behavior and appropriateness of response. 
Al.lness is also a kind of distortion--a fooling of oneself--since 
the individual asuumes he can or has abstracted all there is to abstract 
from an event. This then may lead him to an oction rosul ting from a 
particular perception. If he posnesses this allness attitude, his behavior 
will reflect it; and the behavior, according to the concept of close­
mindodnes:::i, wiJ.l be inappropriate. 
In conclusion, the author has attempted to relate the two theoretical. 
concepts of intension and closrr:i1.ndBdness more closel.y through a discussion 
of the simtlarity of the characteristics of each: 
1) The lack of scientific inquiry and misovaluation of inforrnation 
for both types of individuals. 
2 )  '1"..ro-valued orientation for the :i.ntensional person ar.d total 
acceptance-rej ection attitude of the closeminded. 
3) The general distortion of reality for both types of individuals. 
4) 'The :projection mechanism within the intensionally oriented 
individual and the strona tendency to analyze events in terms 
of beliefs system for the closeminded indiv:i.dual. 
5) Tho allness attitude resulting in inappropriate response on the 
part of both types of individuals. 
Due to the implied relationships of the characteristics of both 
the intensional i.11di vi.dual and the elos-eminded individual the author was 
J.ed to believe that those who may be classed as closeminded will exhibit 
a high degree of :1.ntensionality. 
}!l�HOD OF PR:>CEOORE A�iD THE MATERIALS USED 
I. Tlm SF.:LECTIOl! OF THE MAT.&RIALS USED 
T!i.o nelection of testi.rtg instruments became one of the i..l"li tial 
consideratlons jn this study. The fields of psychology nnd speech 
provided three lnajor devices for the measurement of closemindedness. 
These instruments were the California F Scale, the Haiman Scala, and the 
Hoke�ch Dogmatism Scale. With those testing instruments available, the 
central proble111 then became the selection of that scale which could most 
accurately and most reliably measure the closed system. The scale 
eventually chosen for the present study was the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale. 
It appeared through investigation of t.�e literature that the 
California !i' Scale suffered from severe criticism of leftist bias. That 
is, the j.nstrument could detect authoritarians with a de.finite right-wing 
tendency,, but could not accur�tely identify the left. In addition, a 
second major criticis.� of the single direction of the statements was 
<.ii scovored. PreS11umably, according to the California F Scale, all 
authoritarians agree with tho statements while non-authoritarians disagree. 
The Haitian scale also suffered from the accusation of leftist bias, 
as pointed out in the proced:tng chapter. While the stater.Jents were not 
phrased in a single direction, a cTitici&� of the California F Scale, 
Hai.man himself admitted to the nec�ssity of validation by external criteria 
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and to a correlation of only +.23 between scale scores and peer j udging 
on open-closemindodness.l 
Tho third scale available was the Rokeach DohMatism Scale. The 
review of the literaturo sholled that the Rokoach Scale was designed to 
Measure open and closod belief structures regardless of the content 0£ 
those structures. Thus, ideology would play no prominent role. \Vhile 
the Rokeach scale docs phrase statEl!1ents in a single direction, those 
5tateraents wore specifically made to be as attractive to left as to 
right do:;matics, thereby attempting to eliminate leftist bias. Lastly, 
it appeared the Rokeach scale poase:.:>sed the highest reliability and 
validity coefficients, again, as pointed out in Chapter II. 
For the above reaDOns the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale was selected as 
the measuring devico !or cl.osemindednoss. It was further decided that, 
for the present investigation, "closem:tndedness" would be determined 
definitively according to Rokeach and operationally according to the 
Dogmat.ism Scale. 
There were no testing ill3truments available to measure intensional 
orientation as manifested in fact/inference response to visual stil:luli. 
Thus, immediatel.y following eel.action of the Rokeaeh Dogmatism Scale, a 
second prob1em beoae that o! creating a d8Vice to measure intensional 
orientation a s  defined in 'W.s study. 
Pri.C>r to creat:i.Rg the testing inatrument for intensional orientation, 
the f olloving determination• were ntades 
l.rrankl.)'n Halman, •A. Revi.Md Scale tor the Meaaurment o! Open­
itlndedness," §Peach Nonoarapha, 'lol. XXXI (1964), PP• 97-102. 
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l) That the visual stimuli must closely approximate tho type of 
visual stimuli frequently onoountered by the individual. It 
was decided that random solection of photographs of various 
subject content wou1d provide the best visual stimuli. 
2) That re�ponse to the visual stimuli in the form of fact/inferelce 
choice could be obtained in the follovi.ng ways: 
a) By vocal response on the part o! the subject. 
b) By written response on the part of the subject. 
c) Ily written rosponse by the subject to predesigned statements. 
A written response by the individual to predesigned statements 
was selected as the means by which to obtain the necessary 
information concerning fJ;)ct/inference tendency. 
Picture-Statement Testing Instrument. Tne i'irst step in creatin& 
the 1t1easuring device for intensional orientation was to select photographs 
£or presentati,,m. T'ao photographs chosen were those which bad appeared 
in varioue; nevs magazines over the pzist six years. 'I1'le author attempted 
to c;1oose photographG of varying subject content, that is, oeveral pictures 
rlo;>ict1.ng cont:rover3ial social sc�"les and others with litt.lo, ii' 0."171 
enotional overtonee. Tidrt;v•two p:ie>tographs tfore initially Belected as 
tha visual stimuli for p��sentation. 
'l'he oecond step involved tho structuring of factual and inferential 
statooents to correepond to each picture. Factual statements uore those 
which described as accurately aa possible certain items in the picture. 
Inferential statea:ents were those which represe.nted assumptions which could 
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be made, but which uere not a;::>!'arent !'roM the �icture itself. Four to 
six stnteMents accompanied each :picture, w:ith �so to three statements 
being factual and two to three being inferential. A total of one hundred 
sevonty-eiGht statements were included. 
Lastly, the photographs were converted into slides for presentation 
�urposes, �lnce it had been decided that the picture-statement test should 
be given to �roups of subjects. 
P.e.finement £!. � Instrument. Prior to validation of the instrument, 
an initial p;;.lot study was performed to refine the picture-statement tetit 
for use during the actual graduate study. J'.i'orty .. tuo subjects at :i!:astern 
Illinois rrniversity ware randomly chosen from speech classes held during 
the Winter Quarter, 1970-71 for this initial phase. Of t..licse, twenty­
eight completed the tests. 
The s'.lbjects were administered the picture-statement test without 
previous lmowledge of content or purpose . 'rho subjects were shown each 
slide for fifteen seconds, fellowed by thirty seconds during which they 
viewed the pictu.re and checked those statements which they folt appliod. 
They could check any, all or none of the statements. 
·.rwo weeks following administration of the picture-statement test 
the subjects were given a retest. Test-retest raliability was then 
establiohed for descriptive etatements and for inferential statements. 
Test-retest scores were recorded in Appendix A, Table 1, with reliability 
coefficients in Appendix A, Tables 2 and 3. 
After collecting and recording the data, the picture-statement 
test underwent refinement. In order to accomplish this, the total number 
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of responses to each state:nent was determined. A pictu.re was eliminc:rbed 
from the test for any one of the following reasonas 
1) If it depicted a subject, the respot18e to which de!)ended upon 
a high degree of preVious know2edge. 
2) If the overall response from all subjocts was very high or very 
low. 
Thus, thoee pictures with whose content the subject was very 
famUiar were excluded along vi.t.11 pictures which rocoivod very heavy 
response or recoived very little rospons•. 
The statements which pertained to � pictures were al.so refined. 
Some statements were le.ft as originally phrased, others uere oliminated if 
they were frequently checked or not checked at all, others were rephrased 
for clarification purposes and to more accurately indicate a tact or an 
inforence. 
With the refinement process compl.ete, the final picture-statement 
test included fourteen pictures with a total of seventy-four oorresponding 
statements. 
Validation 2..£ � Instrument. In order to validate the picture­
atatemont test as a measure o! intensional orientation 1 t was neeessary 
to per!oro a second tost previous to the final testing prooedure. 
Validation was performed by means of a pilot study which ror,,pared the 
results !rom the picture-st.ater:ient test against rosults from the Stroop 
Color-1/ord Test. one entire Speech class totalling eighteen students was 
chosen for purpoees of validating the instrument. 'rheso students were 
enrolled during the Winter Quarter, 1970-71 at Eastern Illinois Universj_ty. 
In one sossion the subjects were adr'lin1sterGd the refined pi�ture-
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statenent intension te5t. ':'hey had no previous awareness of the test or 
its purposes. The subjects were each given a booklet, each page of which 
containod the necessary staterients corresponding to tho pictures. 
Tho subjects were gi van thirty seconds to view the :>icture and 
check those statements which they felt related. They could check any, all 
or none as they nay have applied. When the thirty seconds had elapsed, 
another picture was sho-w:n on the screen and the subjects turned ir.lL1ediately 
to the next pa�c of statements. 
In order to avoid bias on the part of the ::mthor and to assure the 
subjects of anonymity, identification was made only through social security 
number. 
Following administration of the �icture-statement intension test, 
the Stroop Color-Word Test was given to the snr.te subjects on an individual 
basis. Each test took approximately ten m:l.nutes, during which time the 
subject read words on flashcards printed in black and �rinted in 
inconzruent colors, and identified blocks of color and named colors 
printed in incongruent words. The time difforencas were recorded for each 
subject. 
Scores and rankines .from the pilot study aro recorded in Appendix 
B, Table 1. The resulting correlations between the picture-statE!fl1ent 
tast and the Stroop Color-Word Te3t appoar in A:rypendix B, Tables 2 and 3. 
Final Testing Procedure. A total of thirty-eight subjocts 
participated in the present study. Those subjects were obtained in the 
following manners 
;ach of the thirty-five Speech classes in session during the 
Winter C/tlarter, 1970-n at Eastern Illj_nois University was visited in 
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order to obtain volunteers. 'I'he atudents in each class were given a 
!:>rief explanation of the nature of the study, what their responsibilities 
were, and the t:..F-1e involved. A sheet of paper was passed through the 
class and those students wishing to participate were encouraged to do so. 
l'hey were a�ked to sign their names and social security numbers, but 
Yere assured thwt only the social socurity numbers would appear in the 
results of the study. 
Havinr; accomplished this in all classes, tvo hundred thirty-five 
subjects volunteered their time !or the study. From these, fifty subjects 
were cllo5en accordine to the random table of nunJbers. Zach of the fifty 
were then notified of having been selected to pnrtici;>ate in the study. 
Tho first test to be adninistered to the eroup was the !lokeach 
u.:i21natirnn Scale. T'nis scale was given during a morning hour when regular 
classes did not meet. The subjects were given up to an hour to complete 
the forty-item Form E scale. 
The second test was the picture-statement intension test. This 
test uas administered one weel: following the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale 
<lurinz the sarne r1ornir1g hour. At that time, the subjects were 3iven a 
booklet uhich contained the necessar.v statements. The front page was 
reserved for social security numbor and instructions. The subjects were 
asked to read the :instructions carefully and to ask questions before the 
sl5.des were shown. 
Ti1:trty seconds was allowed to v"iew each slide and to check any 
statoiilontn which applied to the picture presented. When the thirty 
second.D had elapsed, a new visual stimuli was presented and the subjects 
turned to the next page of corresponding statements. 
III. TI?.r-:ATM:E::t�T OF TR� DATA 
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Due to the number of preliminary tests tnvol ired in tho present 
investigation, the section on treatment, of the data hae been organi�ed 
according to the same form as the preceding section on method of procedure. 
r.� refining the instrument created for this investigation, analysis 
was made of the total number of resrooses to eaeh statement eorresponding 
to a particular picture. Since the response ranee was from 0 to 28 (28 Ss), 
a statement which received 0 to 10 m:is l.:>belcd 11low, " a st\.1toment which 
received 11 to 19 was labeled '':!ledium, 11 and a otatement which received 
20 to 28 was labeled "high. 11 A nioture whose 4 to 6 atatements appeared 
to have an oven distribution of response, that is, high, medium, and low, 
was retained. A picture whose statement response leaned heav.1.ly in either 
direction was eliminated. 
L� refining the statements, a somewhat different approach was 
necessary. Not only was each statement analyzed in tems o.f the number 
of response� but was also checked and rechecked for possible phraseology 
problems. For instance, individual statements which received 20 responses 
werG not necessarily eliminated if thO'J were descriptive statements. 
However, an inferential :rcatet:lent which received 0 responses could be, 
since it tended to lndicate that the statement wea too obviously inferential. 
This, i't; was felt, defeated the purpose of attempting to determine 
intensional orientation on the basis of f act/in.f erence differentiation. 
In determining test-retest roliability the subjects were first 
placed in numerical order according to social security number. For 
both the test and the retest, the number of responses to descriptive 
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statomema vas totalled for each subject and labeled nx.u The n umber of 
respomee to inferential statenients was also tabuJ.ated and labeled nY.te 
The total number o! possible responses in each case was eighty-nine. 
•x• responses and 11Y" responses !or both the test and the retest 
were r�ed ac<»rding to the SpearIRan Rank-order Correl et.ion. 2 The 
following fomul.a for rho desert bes the computational procedures .for 
determining th� teat-retest reliability: 
6 .B n2 
r • 1 - -----
N ( N2 - l ) 
where D • difference score between X and Y pair 
W • number of pairs of scores 
The data oolloctod from the 1?ilot atucy underwent similar treat!:lent. 
The :mbjects were numorieally ordered according to r;ocial security number. 
f'or each subject the n,,._; .lier of responses to descriptive statements was 
totalled and labeled 0X." The nmiber of responaes to inf orential state-
�nsnts was also totalled and labeled 11Y. 11 The to t�l number of possible 
responses in each case was thirty-seven. 11X" responses and uyn reaponsas 
were then ranked according to the Spea.."'!llan Rank-Order Correlation. 
Time differences were then determined for the Stroop Color-Word 
Test. .Accordine to that teat, it should take longer to read words printod 
in inconcruent colors than words printed in black; and longor to identify 
colors swearing in incongruent words than tha blocks of colors. Where 
that held true, the time difference appears as a positive number. M1ere 
2James L. Bruning &..'l')d B.I,. Kintz, Cor.mutational Handbook of 
s ·tati�tic_s (GlanView, D.linois 1  Saott, Foresman and ConQ?any, . l9°blr), 
PP• 1;,6-158 . 
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there were exceptions, the time difference wns preceded by D minus sign. 
In all cases, the time difference was recorded in seconds and tenths of 
Deconda. 
The time differences for word reading and color reading wore then 
ranked, again, according to the Spearman Rank-Order Correlation. Word 
reading was then labeled 0X" so as to correspond to description vhen 
carrying out the correlation, and color reading was laboled 11Y11 to 
correspond to inference. 
The following formula describes the computational procedures for 
determining the correlation bet�cen descriptive response and word reading 
and the correlation between in!erar.tial response �nd color identification: 
r • l - -----
N ( u2 - l ) 
ldlere D • diff erenco score between X and Y pair 
N' • number of pairs of scores 
'!'he last collection of data to be treated was that resulting from 
the Rokeach iX>gmatism Scale and the picture-statement intension test. 
The subjects were ploced in numerical order according to social 
security numbers. The scores for the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale were 
determined by firot adding a constant of h to each numerical rate given 
for each item by the subject. The total score on the dogmatism scale 
then became the sum of the scores obtained on all items. These scores 
were then ranked according to the Speannan Rank-Order Correlation. 
For the picture-statement test, tho number of resp::t1Se5 to descriptive 
statements and the nU?Tlbcr of responses to inferential statoments were each 
totalled and labeled 11xu and 1ty11 respectively. The total number of 
possible res;xmses in each case waa thirty-seven. The nwnber of descrlpti ve 
and inf erent1al res�onses were then ranked according to the Spearman Rank-
Order Correlation. 
Upon completion of the rankings, the computational procedure below 
was followed in order to obtain a correlation between results from the 
Rokeach Dogmatism Scale and results from the p1cture-etate.'llent intension 
tests 
6 .E n2 
r • 1 - ��--�� 
N ( N2 - l ) 
where n • difference score between X and Y �air 
N • number of pairs of scores 
Following co�putation of the correlations, a t-Test between two 
.:.ndependent means was perfonned. In order to datemine the significance of 
the diffarenoe between toe means, the procedure given below was followedt 
- -
Xl - X2 t • ��
�������--���--�������--��--�---
where Xi • the nean of the firnt �roup of scores 
x2 • the mean of the secon<l group of scores 






2 • the sum of the squared score values of the 
second group 
b X1)
2 • the square of the sum of the scores in the 
first group 
� X2)
2 • the square of the sum of the scores in the 
second group 
Nl • the number of scores in the first group 
N • 2 the number of score a in the second group 
CBAPT�d1 IV 
RZS'JLTS OF TH!!: STUDY 
The :repert of the results of this investigation is baeed on the 
finding• secttred from statistical treatment of the accumulated data. 
The number ot subjects participating in thi s study totalled thirty-eight. 
ii'ollowing the ordering of subjects according to social sec11rity nlll1!ber, 
the sco�a for the c1okeach Dogmatism Scale and the scores for the picture-
st3te�ent intension test were recorded. 1'he tables below list the scores, 
rankings, medians and means, t-Test slgni.ficanee, and the final 
correlations resultinc from the present study. 
Table l includes ��e high and low scores from the Rokeach Dogmatism 
Scale, the response to descriptive statet:1ents, and the rosponse to inferance 
statornente. '1'he range of possible scores is noted i.n parentheses. 
HIG:·i .;UD WW SCOR?.S 
Rokeach Descriptive Inference 
Dogmatism Scale Statements Statements 
(40 - 28o ) (0 - 37) (0 - 37) 
High 189 36 32 
Low 85 2 4 
54 
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Table 2 lists the scores and ranks from the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale. 
TABLE 2 
flOKZACH DOGMATIS>i SC.ALB 
Social Security 
5uJlber Score Rank 
)l8-48-0jJ;4 157 27.0 
3l.9-4o-82J7 124 9.0 
�"'*'38S 107 4.0 
.m.-4°"9901 168 32.0 
32�8a-O.)l4 156 26.0 
321ar-h4-D51S 119 6.o 
�2999 123 7.5 
326.h8-U'15 185 37.0 
�2Uo 155 25.o 
.3.)'"'46-9842 111 5.o 
338� 167 31.0 .3�8-li 128 10.0 
2�= 148 23.0 160 2s.o 
*-48-� 
142 ia.s 
342-� 169 33.5 
Jlis..40-64 73 138 i�.o 
346.Ja-2626 137 13 • .5 
ll+7·lf:2173 163 29.0 
l4S- 2780 137 13.5 
34�$83 169 JJ.5 
348..44.-7468 173 36.0 
349-Jl�)Ol 123 7.5 
Jli9-46-196o lh2 ia.s 
l49-46-SJ5o 129 u.o 
l52-44-6l.67 146 22.0 
352�8-6308 87 2.0 
354-44�1983 171 35.o 
35$-46-7204 141 17.0 
J56.44-0l58 85 i.o 
3$7-40-7117 139 16.o 
35'8-46-38l5 145 2l.O 
)60-40-o6o4 151 24.o 
361-44-2333 132 12.0 
402-66-0423 189 38.0 
470-62-7ll6 166 30.0 
500-58-o6ll llili 20.0 
)00-58-2430 98 3.0 
Mean a 142. 7 Median • 143.0 
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The scoros and rankings from the response to descriptive state-
ments of the picture-statement intension test are reported below in 
'i'able ). 
I'AELE 3 
Social Security Soore 
Number (X) Rank 
318-48-0Jl.1 36 J.5 
.319-40-8237 3 31.0 
320-48-5385 34 17.0 
321-40-6903 36 3.5 
322-48-6514 36 3.5 
324-44-0575 32 28.5 
324-48-2999 J6 3.5 
326-48-1975 35 10.0 
329-hB-2110 35 10.0 
J.36-46-9842 34 17.0 
338-44-6907 35 io.o 
3.38-46-o514 29 33.0 
.3.39-46-1785 .34 17.0 
340-44-1280 36 3.5 
341-48-3983 34 17.0 
Jh2-4o-6Ul 28 .34.o 
345-40-8473 33 23.0 
346-42-2626 33 23.0 
347-38-2173 33 23.0 
348-44-2780 35 10.0 
348-44-6583 35 10.0 
348-44-7468 35 10.0 
349-46-0301 36 J.5 
34?-46-1960 33 23.0 
349-46-,350 18 35.o 
352-44-6167 34 17.0 
352-48-6308 6 )6.o 
354-44-1983 33 23.0 
355-46-7204 32 28.5 
356-!i4-0l58 32 28.5 
































Tablo L: includes the scores and ranks from the response to inference 
statements of the pioture-atatement test. 
TABLE 4 
Social Security Score 
Number (Y) Ilank 
318-48-o JJ11 25 6.5 
319-4o-B2J7 20 lJ.O 
320-48-538) 15 24.0 
321-40-6903 32 1.0 
322-48-6514 26 5.0 
324-ll-0575 18 17.0 
324-li8-2999 31 2 • .5 
326-48-1975 ll 28 • .5 
329-48-2110 5 36.0 
336-46-9842 11 28.5 
338-44-6907 16 22.s 
338-46-0514 10 30.5 
339-48-1785 28 L..o 
34o-Li4-1280 23 11.5 
341-48-3983 16 22.5 
.342-40-6lilil 14 25.o 
%-l�-134 73 6 34.5 
34&.42-2626 25 6.5 
347-38-2173 18 17.0 
348-44-2780 17 20.0 
348-44-6583 Jl 2.5 
340-44-7468 6 34.5 
349-46-0301 19 14.5 
349-46-1960 4 37.5 
349-46-5350 9 32.0 
352-41�-6167 24 9.0 
352-48-6308 10 30.5 
354-44-1983 7 33.0 
355-46-7204 17 20.0 
356-1�-0158 23 11.5 
357-40-7717 24 9.0 
.3 53-46-38J.5 18 11.0 


























Table 5 reports the scores for computing a t-Test between tw in-
dependent means. 
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Based upon the data collected from the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale and 
the pi-c�llt•tement intension test, the correlatJ.ons resulting from 
statistical. . treat:nent according to the Spearman Rank-Order Correlation 
ar& 11-·94 below in Tables 5 and 6. 
TABLE 6 
Soci-1 Security rlank on Rank en 
· Number Rokeach Descriptive d d2 Statements 
318-46-0314 27.0 J.5 23.5 552.25 
319-40-8237 9.0 37.0 -32.0 io24.oo 
320-48-S38S 4.o 17.0 -13.0 169.00 
321-40-6903 32.0 3.S 28.5 812.00 
J22-48-6Slh 26.0 3.5 22.5 5o6.25 
324-44-o5TS 6.o 28.5 -22.5 So6.25 
324-48-2999 1.5 3.5 4.o 16.00 
326-48-1975 37.0 10.0 27.0 729.00 
329-48-2110 25.o 10.0 15.0 225.00 
336-46-9842 5.o 17.0 -12.0 144.oo 
338-44-6907 Jl.O 10.0 21.0 hLJ..oo 
338-46-0514 10.0 33.0 ... 23.0 529.00 
339-48-178$ 23.0 17.0 6.o 36.oo 
340-hh-1280 28.0 3.5 24.5 600.25 
341-48-3983 18.5 17.0 1.5 2.25 
342-4o-64Ll 33.5 34.o - .5 .25 
.34
5-40-8473 15.o 23.0 - a.o 64.oo 346-42-2626 1.3.5 23.0 - 9.5 90.25 
347-38-2173 29.0 23.0 6.o 36.00 348-44-2780 13.5 io.o 3.5 12.25 
.348-44-6583 33.5 10.0 23.5 552.25 
348-44-7468 36.0 10.0 26.0 676.oo 
349-46-oJOl 7.5 3.5 4.o i6.oo 
349-46-1960 18.5 23.0 - h.5 20.25 
Jl:i.9-46-.5350 11.0 J5.o -21.i..o 576.oo 
352-44-6167 22.0 17.0 5.o 25.00 
352-48-6308 2.0 36.0 -34.o 1156.oo 
354-44-1983 35.o 23.0 12.0 lhl •• oo 
J55-h6-12ou 17.0 28.5 -11.5 132.25 









b d2 • 12242.00 
6 � d2 ,.. 73452.00 
r • l - 7.3452.00 












Descriptive d Statements 
10.0 6.o 




28.5 - 8.5 
32.0 -29.0 
r • 1 _ 73h52.00 
548.34.oo 
r • l - 1.3395 











Social Sec·uri ty Rank: on Rank on 
Number Rokeach Inference d d2 Statements 
318-48-o.314 12.0 6.5 5.5 ,30.25 
.319-4o-8237 30.0 13.0 1.0 49.00 
.320-48-5385 35.0 24.o 11.0 121.00 
321-40-6903 7.0 l.O 6.o 36.00 
322-48-6514 13.0 5.0 a.a 64.oo 
324-44-0575 33.0 17.0 i6.o 256.oo 
324-48-2999 31.s 2.5 29.0 81.i.1.oo 
326-48-1975 2.0 28.5 -26.5 702.25 
329-48-2110 14.o 36.0 -22.0 484.00 
336-46-9842 Jh.o 28.5 S.5 JO. 25 
338-44-6907 B.o 22.5 -14.5 210.25 
338-46-0514 29.0 30.5 - l.$ 2.25 
339-48-1785 16.o 4.o 12.0 iw.+.oo 
340-44-1280 u.o u.5 - .5 .25 
341-48-3983 20.5 22.5 - 2.0 J.i..00 
342-40-6441 5.5 25.o -19.5 380.25 
345-40-8473 24.o 34.5 -10.s 110.25 
346-42-2626 25.5 6.5 19.0 361.00 
347-38-2173 10.0 11.0 - 1.0 49.00 
.348-lw-21ao 25.S 20.0 5.5 J0. 25 
JhB-44-6583 5.5 2.5 3.0 9.oo 
JL.8-44-7468 3.0 34.5 -31.5 992.25 
349-46-oJOl 31.5 14.5 17.0 289.00 
349-46-1960 20.s 37.5 -17.0 289.00 
349-46-5350 28.0 32.0 - 4.o 16.oo 
352-44-6167 17.0 9.0 8.o 64.00 
352-48-6308 37.0 30.5 6.5 1�2.2s 
354-44-1983 4.o 33.0 -29.0 841.00 
355-46-7204 22.0 20.0 2.0 4.oo 
356-J t4-0l58 38.0 11.5 16.5 272.25 
357-40-7717 23.0 9.0 14.o 196.oo 
J58-li6-J815 ie.o 17.0 l.O 1.00 
6S 
TABLE 7--Continued 
Social Security Rank on Rank on 
!!umber Rokeach Jnference d2 �tatar.ients d 
J6o-4o-ooo4 15.0 21.0 -12.0 14h.oo 
361-4 -2333 21.0 9.0 lo.O 324.oo 
402-66-0423 l.O 20.0 -19.0 )61.00 
L. 70-62-7116 9.0 14.5 - S.5 ,30.25 
500-5C-o6J.l 19.0 26.0 - 7.0 49.00 500 .. so-2430 36.0 37.5 - 1.5 2.25 
E d2 • 7831.50 r • 1 _ 46989.oo 
54834.oo 
le E. d2 » 46969.00 
r • 1 - .8569 
r • 1 _ 46989.00 r • +.14.31 
)5 (382-1) 
CIIAPTZR V 
SUMMARY .AND CONCLUSIONS 
I. 3UMHARY 
The purpose of th.is study was to discover the relationship between 
measured closomindedness and intension as exhibited tJ1rough the response 
to perceived images. '.fld.s involved the ad�iniatration and analysis of 
specific measuroments of general clo semindednese, and of intension 
manif csted through fact/inference choice. 
The subjeota for this study were thirty-eight istudents randomly 
choaen fro:n thirty-five spaoch classes in session during the fiinter 
Quarter 1970-71 at Eastern Illinois University. 
The two tests adnainisterod during this study were performed on 
tw separate occasions. 'l'he 1-Wkeaoh Dogmatism Scale was the .first to be 
adr:ri.nistered to the subjects. The subjects were allowed up to one hour 
to complete the 40-item Form E scale. 
The picture-stat�'ftent intension teat waa adltlinistered the following 
week. At that time the subjects viewed f'ourteen slides and checked state­
ment-a, preVious.ly built to be descriptive or inferential, which related to 
e·ach. 
Scores for the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale were determined by first 
addi,ng a constant of 4 to eaeh numerical rate g1 ven each item. Final 
scores then became the swo of the scores on all items. 
66 
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The picture-statement test was scored by separately totalling the 
n1EJber of responses to descriptive statements and the nurriber of responses 
to inference statements. 
Each test underwent ranking according to the Spearman Rank-order 
Correlation. Correlations betweon -tl!o Rokeaoh Dogmatisn1 Scalo and the 
responses to descriptive and inferential statenents were also determined 
acoording to that method. A t-1'1:3st wa$ performed between the mean of 
response to tlescripti ve stati:.n:1er.ts and the i.10an of response to inferential 
statements to ascertain the degree of signi:icanca betuoon the t"wo. 
�I. CONCLUSIONS 
The data collected and analyzed in this stud;{ suggested tho 
following conclusionss 
l. The scores from the Rokeach Dogmatism Seale ranged i'rom 85 
to 189 with the nean occurring at 142.7. The means established by 
Rokeach for the national norms ranged from 141.J to 143.B. Theref'ore, 
it appeared that the sample chosen was a rapreeentstive sample 0£ the 
population. 
2. The means of responses to descriptive statenents and inferential 
statements were 30.B and 17.0 respectively. A t-Test relating the difference 
between two independent means resulted in a t of 7.26 with a .001 level of 
significance. Therefore, it appeared that, when confronted with a choice 
between descriptive statements and inferential statements, the subjects 
chose to relate the descriptive statements to the visual stimuli in an 
almost 2il ratio • •  
3. 'rhe tendency of the subjects, as revealed by treatment of the 
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data, •:as to respond to almost two descriptive statamento for every one 
infarontial statenent. The data also revealed no significant correlation 
between closer.iindedness as measured by the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale and 
intension a s  measured by the picture-stateaent intension test. Consequently, 
it appeared th�t closcr;indedness and j_ntension w.ere not synonymous, as 
significant correlations would have ahol'm, but rather, that one orientation 
may be a part of the other. 
III. SUGG3STIONS FOR FURT�R ST'uDY 
During the course of this investigation, three major possibilities 
for future study presented themselves. 
1. In response to the need for "paper and pencil tests" in the 
area of General Semantics, the presont instrument for measurins a singular 
rnanif estation of intensional orientation was designed. The T110st obvious 
suggestion for further study is the improvement and refinement of this 
particular measuring device. 
2. The nicture-statement intension test purportod to only measure 
intension as �anifcsted in fact/inference choice when confronted �it.� 
visual st; muli. Thorefol'e, a second avenue of research is t..ho development 
of m11asuring i.nstruroents of other r.1anifestations oi' the intonsional 
oriontation. 
3. .fl. third �uG;;e:::tion for .further study is to quanti ta ti vely relate 
singular ch�racteristics \Ji thin the intcnsio11ally oriented ir.d.i vidual to 
each ott!er in m:..:ch the same wa:r this stud�r has attcrnpted to relate the 






Social Test Retest 
Security Desc. nank'Inr. Rank .Jesc. Rank Inf • Rank 
Number (X) (Y) (X) (Y) 
315-56-05 38 81 1.5 57 l.O 70 22.0 10 18.o 
3l9-48-6522 63 25.o 18 1.5 64 25.o 33 6.o 
320-42-0579 66 23.0 7 24.5 71 21.0 8 22.5 
321-42-0943 71 15.o 3 28.0 76 15.o 4 28.0 
322-46-6122 69 17.5 43 25.o 82 1.5 41 2.5 
327-44-7636 70 16.o 8 22.5 79 10.5 8 22.5 
327-4h-8046 63 25.0 10 21.0 75 17.5 8 22.5 
327-46-5579 63 25.0 25 io.o 58 27.5 4l 2.5 
330-46-3811 72 14.o 17 16.5 79 10.5 27 a.s 
JJh-40-un 78 5.5 16 1a.o Bo 6.o 12 15.o 
JJS-46-0341 7h ll.5 .31 1.0 79 10.5 27 8.5 
JU0-42-9352 74 u.s 17 16.5 76 is.o 8 22.5 
340-44-9107 69 17.5 6 26.5 58 27.5 14 14.o 
JL0-44-8164 68 20.0 24 11.$ 82 1.5 43 l.O 
JlU.-46-5348 68 20.0 6 26.5 66 24.o 6 26.0 
342-4o-6458 76 9.0 32 5.5 79 10.5 10 18.o 
Jh2-42-1235 76 9.0 8 2 2  • .5 80 6.o 6 26.0 
.343-46-4835 77 1.0 22 13.0 75 17.5 6 26.0 
JL4-40-8o95 79 4.o 32 5.5 81 3.5 34 5.0 
344-44-41)6 67 22.0 29 a.o 62 26.0 31 1.0 
JL5-48-7600 68 20.0 14 19.5 76 15.o 18 12.0 
351.-46-0422 80 .3.0 43 2.5 79 10.5 36 4.o 
354.34 ... 3763 73 13.0 27 9.0 72 20.0 22 u.o 
354-46-8237 45 28.0 24 u.5 74 19.0 9 20.0 
361-38-4961 78 5.5 14 19.5 19 10.5 10 1a.o 
372-26-3762 62 21.0 7 24.5 69 23.0 11 i6.o 
466-78-1098 81 1.5 41 4.o 81 3.5 26 10.0 






d2 Number 1'est Retest d 
ll.5-56-0538 1.5 22.0 -20.5 420.25 
319-48-6522 25.o 25.0 __ ...,..._ ---
320-h2-os19 23.0 21.0 2.0 4.oo 
321-42-09h3 15.o 15.o -- - ------
322-46-6122 17.5 1.5 i6.o 256.oo 
327-44-7636 16.0 10.5 6.5 42.25 
327-44-80h6 2s.o 17.5 7.5 56.25 
327-46-5579 25.o 21.5 - 2.5 6.2s 
J.30-46-3811 14.o l0.5 4.5 20.25 
334-40..W.71 5.5 6.o - . 5  .25 
335-46-0JLJ. 11.5 10.5 1.0 1.00 
340-42-9352 11.;; is.o - 3.5 12.25 
JllJ-44-9107 17.5 21.s -10.0 100.00 
340-44-8164 20.0 1.5 18.5 342.25 
. 341-46-5 348 20.0 24.o - 4.o 16.oo 
342-40-6458 9.0 10.5 - 1.5 2.25 
342-42-1235 9.0 6.o 3.0 9.00 
343-46-4835 1.0 17.5 -10.s 110.25 
344-40-809' 4.o 3.5 .5 . 25  
344-44-4136 22.0 26.0 - 4.o 16.oo 
345-uB-7608 20.0 15.o s.o 2s.oo 
35l.-46-o422 3.0 10.5 - 1.5 56.25 
354-34-3763 lJ.O 20.0 - 1.0 49.00 
354-46-8237 28.0 19.0 9.0 81.oo 
.361-38-4961 5.5 10.5 - 4.5 20.25 
372-26-3762 21.0 23.0 4.o i6.oo 
466-78-1098 l.S J.S - 2.0 4.oo 
569-76-7354 9.0 6.o 3.0 9.00 




d2 ��umber Test Retest d 
315-56-05)8 l.O 10.0 - 9.0 81.00 
319-h8-6522 l.5 6.o - 4.5 20.25 
320-u2-0579 24.S 22.s 2.0 4.00 
321-42-094.3 28.0 28 .0 ------ .....  --� 
322-46-6122 2.s 2.5 --- ------
327-44-7636 22.s 22.5 -------- ____ .... 
327-44-0046 21.0 22 • .s - 1.5 2.25 
327-46-5579 10.0 2.5 7.5 56.25 
330-46-3811 16.S 8.5 0.0 64.oo 
334-40-4171 18.o 1.5.o J.O 9.00 
335-46-0341 1.0 Sl 
5 
v e - 1.5 2.25 
340-42-9352 16.5 22.5 - 6.o 36.00 
340-44-9107 26.5 14.0 12.5 156.25 
340-1�4-0164 11.5 1.0 10.5 110.2.5 
341-46-5.348 26.S 26.0 .5 .25 
342-40-6458 5.5 18.o -12.5 156.25 
342-42-1235 22.5 26.0 - 3.5 12.25 
343-46-4835 13.0 26.0 -13.0 169.00 
3h4-40-8095 5.5 s.o .5 .25 
JW+-44-4136 8.o 1.0 i.o 1.00 
3u5-4G-7608 19.5 12.0 1.5 56.25 
351-46-0422 2.5 4.o - 1.5 2.25 
354-34-3763 9.0 11.0 - 2.0 4.oo 
354-46-8237 11.5 20.0 - 8.5 72.25 
361-.38-4961 19.5 is.o 1.5 2.25 
372-26-3'762 24.5 16.o 8.5 72.25 
466-78-1098 l.!.o 10.0 - 6.o 36.00 
56?-76-7354 lh.o lJ.O l.O 1.00 












































SCORES FROM ?TI.OT .STUDY 
Rank Inf. Rank w. R. 
(Y) (X) 
8.5 26 4.o 03:04 
10.5 25 6.o 04:09 
10.5 25 6.o 02:07 
2 • .5 30 1.5 00:00 
15.o 18 i2.o 01:00 
5.o 17 13.0 -0.5:01 
8.5 27 3.0 -01100 
17.0 22 8 � . :>  01:09 
15.o 16 lh.o 09:00 
2.5 15 15.5 -02:00 
5.o JO 1 • .5 01: 05 
1.0 19 u.s -O)tOl 
l.O 22 8 • .5 01:03 
12.5 25 6.o 04:09 
12.5 12 17.0 01:00 
18.o 5 ia.o 02:07 
15.o l5 15.5 02;01 
s.o 21 10.0 -07:00 
73 
Rank c. R. Rank 
(Y) 
15.o OOtOO 13.0 
16.5 10&08 4.o 
lJ.5 -01:00 15.o 
6.o 1.5.oo 2.0 
7.5 -05:00 18.0 
2.s 02:02 9.0 
s.o OL : o6  1.0 
11.0 Oh:OO o.o 
is.o -03:00 16.5 
4.o -03:00 16.5 
10.0 J.3:00 3.0 
2.5 08:05 5.o 
9.0 00:00 13.0 
16.5 20 : 00 l.O 
7.5 01:00 ll.O 
13.5 01:08 io.o 
12.0 00: 00  13.0 
l.O 07:(YJ 6.o 
TABLB 2 
OORR,SLATION: ?3SPONS"€ 'ID D�SCfUPTIV£ STATE!�$ Ai!D �.V�ID llli.ADnm 
Social 
d2 Se<:urity Jesc. w. Read. d 
Number (X) (X) 
314-00-5291 8.5 15.o - 6.5 h2.25 
321-48-1466 10.5 16.S - 6.5 42.25 
321-.48-5248 10.5 13.5 - 3.0 9.00 
322-42-4520 2.s 6.o - 3.5 12.25 
324-44-6518 15.o 7.5 7.5 32.25 
332-46-9885 5.o 2.5 2.5 6.25 
333·46-1524 B.5 5.o 3.5 12.25 
333-48-378> 17.0 11.0 6,o 36.00 
344-48-7086 15.o ia.o - 3.0 9.00 
345-42-5085 2.5 4.o - 1.5 2.25 
346-46-2461 5.o 10.0 - 5.o 2).00 
346-48-.3123 1.0 2.5 4. 5 20.2.5 
348-44-7810 l.O 9.0 - e.o 64.oo 
350-38-6281 12.5 16.5 - 4.o 16.oo 
350-46-34o4 12.5 7.5 5.o 25.oo 
350-46-4396 ia.o 13.5 4.5 20.2.5 
354-40-6662 15.o 12.0 J.O 9.00 
J6o-46-52.42 5.o l.O 4.o J.6.oo 






d2 Security Inf. c. Read. d 
Humber (Y) (Y) 
314-6o-5291 4.o 13.0 - 9.0 81.00 
321-48-1468 6.o 4.o 2.0 4.00 
321-48-5248 6.o 15.0 - 9.0 81.00 
322-42-4520 1.5 2.0 - . 5  .25 
324-44-6518 12.0 is.o - 6.o 36.00 
332-L.6-9805 13.0 ?.O 4.0 16.oo 
33.3-46-1524 3.0 1.0 - L..o 16.oo 
333-48-3785 8.5 B.o .5 .25 
344-48-7086 14.o 16.S - 2.5 6.25 
345-42-5085 1).5 16.5 - l.O 1.00 
346-46-2461 1.5 3.0 - 1.5 2.25 
346--48-3123 11.0 5.o 6.o 36.00 
348-L4-7810 8.5 13.0 - 4. 5 20.25 
350-38-6281 6.o l.O ;;.o 25.oo 
350-46-3404 17.0 11.0 6.o 36.00 
350-46-4396 18.o 10.0 a.o 64.oo 
354-40-6662 15.5 13.0 2.5 6.25 
360-46-)242 10.0 6.o 4.o 16.oo 
r • +.54 
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